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Understanding the deformation mechanisms of materials at high temperature at the 
micro/nanoscale became important with the increasing miniaturization of electronic and 
mechanical devices. Silicon is the most commonly used material in these devices. Bulk silicon is 
brittle at room temperature, but is ductile at 550 ºC - a phenomenon known as brittle-to-ductile 
transition (BDT). Recently, there has been a speculation in the literature that BDT is size dependent 
- smaller the size, lower is the BDT temperature. This led to a controversy: some studies report 
ductility at room temperature, others reported brittle behavior. This thesis challenges the notion of 
a precise BDT temperature in single crystal silicon, unlike Curie temperature in ferromagnetic 
materials when phase change occurs. We hypothesize that brittleness or ductility in silicon is the 
outcome of a competition between cleavage or plastic deformation due to presence of flaws and 
nucleation of dislocation. At any temperature, dislocations may nucleate at high enough stress, τn, 
if flaw induced fracture can be avoided, and as long as τn < τc, the cleavage stress of silicon. 
However, τn is temperature dependent. It increases with decrease in temperature. On the other 
hand, flaw probability decreases with sample size (increased flaw tolerance) or the size of the high 
stress zone. This gives access to high stress in small samples and hence an apparent size 
dependence of BDT temperature. We tested the hypothesis by carrying out experiments with single 
crystal silicon micro beams under near pure bending which limits the high stress region to a small 
volume of the material near the surface and the support.  
We developed a novel method using microfabrication to carry out these experiments. The 
method involves a silicon MEMS stage that allows to test silicon samples under bending at high 
temperature (up to 450°C) in-situ in SEM. The stage performance was first tested by measuring 
the elastic modulus of SCS micro-beams oriented along [0 1 1] and by comparing the measured 
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value with that in the literature. We found that the strength of silicon increases compared to the 
uniaxial tension test results. Second, specimens with thicknesses 2-5 µm exhibited BDT at 400 ºC, 
much less than the bulk value of 550ºC. Third, we studied stress relaxation behavior in silicon after 
initiation of ductility at 400 ºC. Here, silicon deforms with time while stress decreases. We also 
revealed the detailed mechanism of stress relaxation using a combined SEM, TEM and AFM 
analysis. We find, at peak stress of about 3.2 GPa, multiple dislocation sites nucleate 
simultaneously. Dislocations begin to initiate from these sites with time mediating plastic 
deformation and stress relaxation. We developed a simple mechanistic model to correlate 
dislocations activities, nucleation and glide, with changes in load during stress relaxation. The 
model takes into consideration the effect of stress gradient and predicts the plastic zone size along 
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Mechanical behavior of materials in the micro/nano-scale has gained considerable attention 
due to its importance in the design and fabrication of the microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) 
to ensure their reliability and performance [1], [2]. Semiconductor industry has extensively 
advanced in the last two decades by miniaturizing the components of all electronic devices. Their 
functional reliability required exploring the size dependence of critical physical properties 
including optical [3], thermal, and mechanical behavior [4] of different metals, semiconductors, 
and polymers. Silicon is one of the most abundant metals in the earth's crust and, due to its special 
electrical and optical properties it has attracted researchers from different disciplines to investigate 
its characteristics. It is considered a major structural element in a wide range of applications such 
as micro/nano-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS), biomedical sensors [5], energy 
conversion systems [6] and batteries [7]. Silicon can be found in the small scale with different 
forms such as nanowires (NWs), nanoparticles, thin films, and microbeams. Determining the 
maximum achievable strain in silicon based transistor is crucial to their performance [8].  
Although various tensile, compression and bending tests have been carried out to study 
nanoscale silicon’s mechanical behavior at room temperature, it is still controversial. Controversy 
in the literature is recognized when we try to answer a basic question: Is nano-scale silicon brittle 
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or ductile at room temperature? Experimentally, several studies have reported brittle fracture of 
silicon nanowires (NWs) after elastic deformation [9], [10]. In contrast, other studies were able to 
provide evidence for plastic deformation of silicon NWs before fracture [11], [12]. This 
controversy might be caused by the presence of a critical size below which the material will always 
maintain some of its ductility. There is emerging evidence suggesting that at micro/nano scale, 
brittle to ductile transition (BDT) temperature becomes size dependent [13], although the 
underlying mechanism is unclear. 
In many applications, micro/nanoscale components exhibit an increase in temperature 
during operation such as RF-MEMS switches [14]. The understanding of the mechanics and 
mechanisms of deformation in micro-beams, thin films, and nanowires at elevated temperatures is 
limited. Multiple compression [15], bending [16], and tension [17], [18] techniques have been 
developed for testing small scale samples at high temperatures [19]. The major challenge in these 
methods is the miniaturization of the measurement instrumentation to fit in small testing chambers 
such as SEM and TEM. Plastic deformation of a pristine single crystal sample is dominated by 
dislocation nucleation from the surface which is a thermally activated process. Hence, it can be 
achieved by increasing the temperature to lower the energy barrier or increasing the stress close to 
the theoretical strength.   
Micro/nanoscale samples’ deformation mechanisms differ from their bulk counterparts [20]. 
This provided the motivation to develop new techniques to mechanically test smaller samples in-
situ inside scanning and transmission electron microscopes (SEM/TEM) [21]. Although uni-axial 
tension test is the most common technique to obtain the material’s mechanical properties, most of 
the miniature devices are subjected to bending during operation. These devices include micro-nano 
mechanical sensors and actuators, such as air bag sensors [22], micro-relays [23], and data storage 
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systems [24], and phone components [25]. In addition, the uniform state of stress of the sample in 
uniaxial tension experiments makes it unfavorable for testing materials with high activation 
barriers to dislocations (Pierels stress) such as silicon. Uniform state of stress often results in 
apparent brittle fracture initiated by local flaws. Limiting the high stress over a small volume 
reduces this probability. In bending tests, high stresses are limited within a surface region. This 
offers the opportunity to reach high stresses without flaw-induced failure and explore material’s 
deformation mechanisms.  
Multiple innovative techniques are implemented to test microscale samples under bending 
such as the ‘shuttle mechanism’ [26] where the specimen beams are attached to a shuttle that is 
pushed with a probe tip. The beams contact a group of fixed posts at their free end which causes 
bending. In addition, bending tests of cantilever beams are carried out where a normal load is 
applied at the free end using a nanoindentor [27] or a stylus [28] equipped with a strain gauge. 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been extensively [29]–[31] used in bending nanowires 
(NWs). Hoffman et al. [29] tested Si NWs using an AFM tip mounted on piezoelectric slip-stick 
robot arm. Similarly, Stan et al. [30] used AFM to bend Si NWs to a shape of either a hook or a 
loop configurations. Namazu et al. [31] used AFM to load at the middle of a fixed-fixed silicon 
beam. A diamond tip was mounted on a stainless steel rectangular cantilever to apply the load. The 
built-in laser technique of AFM was used to measure the deflection of the beam. Kang and Saif 
[13] implemented a previously designed tensile stage [32] for bending test. The stage is modified 
to grip the bending sample. The load is applied by a piezoelectric actuator but measured by built-
in calibrated springs.  
Conventional macroscale bending testing methods such as three and four-point loading are 
difficult to apply to micro-beams and nanowires since the samples cannot have a roller support at 
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the ends. At small scale the samples need to be anchored at one [29] or both ends [31]. In case of 
the former, friction between the loading tip and the sample induces axial stress in addition to 
bending stress. In case of the latter, the sample gets stretched during bending which again induces 
axial stress. In either case, the axial stress may lead to flaw induced fracture. More importantly the 
axial stress is difficult to measure directly.  
Recent studies investigated stress relaxation and creep of ultrathin films and nano-structures 
[33]  used in MEMS/NEMS to enhance their reliability during operation. Hosseinian et al. 
experimentally studied the stress relaxation of 100 nm thick nanocrystalline Au films with average 
grain size 75 nm using MEMS based technique [34]. It was concluded from their TEM analysis 
that intergranular and transgranular dislocation motion initiated the relaxation mechanism. After 
several hours a transition to grain boundary diffusion based mechanism takes place as a 
consequence of dislocation activities slowing down or stopping when dislocation sources are 
exhausted or as a result of the reduction in the applied stress. Qin et al. [35] reported a time 
dependent deformation behavior, where stress relaxation during loading and full strain recovery 
during unloading were revealed in pentatwinned silver nanowires. The presence of vacancies 
reduces the dislocation nucleation barrier which allows stress relaxation.  
Silicon samples were tested under creep conditions at large scale at high temperature (>800 
ºC). Samples (3.3X3.3X12 mm) were subjected to compression loading, and stress was held 
constant while strain was recorded. Their results showed three phases during creep: initial 
dislocation mobility known as incubation stage followed by dislocation multiplication, and finally 
strain hardening. Here we study the stress relaxation using in-situ SEM, TEM, and AFM analysis 
in the microscale for the first time to reveal the mechanism under bending. 
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We hypothesize that the brittle behavior observed in single crystal silicon is attributed to 
local high stresses induced by unintended surface or bulk flaws. Flaws or cracks serve as stress 
amplifiers and generate high local stress, and large stress gradients. A uniform stress state, in the 
case of uniaxial tension (Figure 1a), often results in apparent brittle fracture initiated by local flaws. 
Stress localization and reduced size lower the probability of flaw incidence in the highly stressed 
region in samples under bending (Figure 1b). Small samples have smaller flaw size as well. This 
allows reaching high stresses without flaw-induced failure and exploring the material’s 
deformation mechanisms (Figure 1c). Silicon samples under bending, however, have localized 
high stresses near the anchors and near the surface.  
In our work, we overcome the abovementioned critical gap by developing a novel MEMS 
platform that allows to lower the axial to bending stress ratio in bending samples by less than 1%, 
and quantify the axial stress by directly measuring the associated axial force. The stage is applied 
to explore the deformation mechanism of single crystal silicon at various temperatures in order to 
understand the effect of reducing the sample size (few microns) on its brittle-to-ductile transition 
temperature. Small size of the MEMS platform has low thermal mass, and it allows in-situ 
thermomechanical testing inside SEM and TEM chambers at temperatures up to 450 ºC. The 
bending sample is co-fabricated with the stage to avoid handling and alignment problems. The 
bending sample is anchored at both ends by springs that allow to maximize bending stress and 
minimize axial stress, and thus overcome the challenges of bending small scale samples outlined 
in the literature. Hence, our novel technique, using a MEMS platform, is implemented to explore 




Figure 1 Schematic for sample with flaws under a) tension (uniform stress) or, b) bending (high stress at 
small volume), c) stress-strain relation showing early fracture (brittle) and dislocation activity causes 
plasticity at higher stresses,  
1.2 Hypothesis 
• Small sized silicon samples under bending may fail by yielding with high yield stress 
(several GPa) at temperatures much lower than bulk BDT temperature, thus avoiding 
brittle fracture. Hence, BDT temperature is not an intrinsic material property in SCS. 
• Stress relaxation in SCS microbeams under bending is mediated by surface dislocation 
nucleation. Due to their small size, the surface area-to-volume ratio is much higher than 
the bulk. So the mechanism is governed by dislocation nucleation from surface rather than 
the mobility of initial as-grown dislocations.    
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation 
In Chapter 2, we consider the available mechanical testing techniques in the micro/nanoscale. 
We discuss the limitations and advantages of using MEMS platforms in mechanical 
characterization of materials. In Chapter 3, we introduce a novel testing technique, implementing 
nanoindentation, for testing materials under bending. The design, simulations and experiments are 
presented. Limitations of the design are discussed. In Chapter 4, we cover the design of our recent 
bending test setup that is capable of testing single sample. The design and experiments of 3D 
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printed bending stages are presented. In Chapter 5, Silicon MEMS platform is developed for 
testing brittle-to-ductile transition temperature of microbeams. Microfabrication and design of 
SEM in-situ experimental setup are detailed. Chapter 6 covers the stress relaxation experiments 
along with TEM and AFM analysis. A model is developed to understand the mechanism. Finally, 







CHAPTER 2: CHARACTERIZATION OF MICRO/NANOSCALE 






The last two decades were marked by innovative synthesis of nano materials and devices. The 
success of these devices hinges on the mechanical properties of nano materials and an 
understanding of their deformation and failure mechanisms.  Many novel testing techniques have 
been developed to test materials at small scale. Here we review the state-of-the-art of MEMS 
(Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) apparatus developed to characterize materials at 
micro/nanoscale, highlight the challenges and sources of error and the key insights gained on 
structure-property relations of materials through these characterizations. The content of this 
chapter is published in the Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics which is entitled “Lessons 
learned from nanoscale specimens tested by MEMS-based apparatus”. 
 
 Introduction 
Materials have been tested since the beginning of civilization. A formal method of testing the 
strength of materials have been introduced by Galileo in his Two New Sciences [36]. Materials 
Science of the 20th century focused on the mechanisms of failure or strengthening in materials, i.e., 
on the structure-property relationship. The quest was facilitated by the invention of new tools to 
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“see” and test materials with high precision. Late 20th century was marked by the revolution of 
miniaturization, which was followed by the fundamental question regarding materials’ strength: 
does size matter and how? 
Nanotechnology has extensively evolved in the last two decades with the need to develop 
miniaturized machines. The bottom-up paradigm, building intricate assemblies up from smaller 
components, proved to be a solution to many technological challenges [37]. Accordingly 
nanowires and nanotubes became the building blocks in many nano-electronics [38], NEMS [39], 
nano-biotechnology [40], and nano-photonics [41] applications. Their applications extended to 
improve the operation of Lithium ion batteries where different nanoscale phases of silicon are used 
as anodes such as nanowires (NWs) [42], nanoparticles [43], nanotubes [44] and thin films [45]. 
A large number of nanoscale materials exist nowadays in different forms i.e. nanowires, nanotubes, 
nanorods, nanoparticles, nanocrystals, nanobelts, and thin films. The progress in nanotechnology 
depends on the development of novel nano scale materials’ synthesis for different applications and 
the ability to characterize their physical properties (thermal, electrical, optical, and mechanical).  
For bulk materials, the primary mechanisms of failure or deformation are reasonably 
understood. For example, when a large crystal is sheared, line defects such as dislocations move 
along slip direction by overcoming Peierl’s barrier (a frictional resistance). This motion results in 
plastic deformation of the bulk. If the crystal size is decreased, i.e., the bulk consists of many small 
grains, the motion of dislocations is hindered by the interfaces between the grains, namely the 
grain boundaries, thus strengthening the material [46]. If the specimen size is reduced, its surface 
to volume ratio increases, and defects initiated from the surface and their interaction with free 
surfaces may dominate the bulk behavior at small scale. Thus, bulk properties may not be 
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immediately extrapolated to small scales primarily due to interactions between defects and 
interfaces.  
One of the byproducts of miniaturization is the development of micro-nano mechanical 
systems, namely MEMS/NEMS (Micro/Nano Electro Mechanical Systems). In contrast to 
microelectronics, MEMS have moving mechanical components including sensors and actuators. 
They could also be cofabricated with microelectronics. This marriage between electronics and 
machines offered microelectronics a window to the physical world, and offered machines the 
intelligence through microelectronics. Thus, in air bag sensors a proof mass moves by deforming 
flexural springs during an impact, while the motion is measured from a change of capacitance [22]. 
If the change exceeds a prescribed threshold, the air bag is deployed.  
MEMS technology offered a new paradigm for studying materials at micro/nano scale. Micro 
machines were developed to test miniature samples and quantify their stress-strain relationship. 
These new set of materials testing tools had three unique advantages compared to macroscopic 
tools that can also test small samples: small size (sub-millimeter to centimeter), co-fabrication with 
test samples (although not necessary), and batch fabrication (many machines are produced at the 
same cost and time).   
Small size allows the micro machines to test material samples quantitatively inside analytical 
chambers such as in scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope 
(TEM). Thus materials stress-strain can be quantified as their microstructure is visualized in situ. 
This offered an opportunity to investigate the structure-property relation of samples. Co-
fabrication of sample and micro-machines alleviated the need for sample handling, placement and 
alignment, at the cost of using each testing machine for one sample only. After the test on the co-
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fabricated sample is complete, both the testing machine and the sample are discarded. This cost is 
balanced by batch fabrication.  
During the last two decades, MEMS have extensively been used to test a variety of small scale 
materials samples including nano scale films, nano wires, soft matter and biological materials at 
various temperatures and strain rates. New insights on materials behavior have emerged from these 
tests. Here we present the state-of-the-art in the MEMS-based mechanical characterization of 
micro/nanoscale samples.  Mechanical characterization of materials using non-MEMS- and 
MEMS-based techniques are covered in section 3 and 4, respectively. Recent thermomechanical 
testing methods are discussed in section 5. Section 6 introduces different MEMS designs for 
mechanobiology. Then we discuss significant results regarding size, strain-rate, and temperature 
dependence of materials strength and highlight the different mechanisms such as stress relaxation 
and plastic strain recovery in the nanoscale in section 7. Section 8 summarizes the future directions 
and opportunities for MEMS-based testing techniques.   
  Non-MEMS based methods for Nanoscale Materials Characterization  
A variety of experimental techniques have been developed to apply  tension, bending, 
torsion, and compression on micro/nano scale samples to determine elastic modulus, yield stress, 
and ultimate strength. The most popular non-MEMS based techniques for testing nanoscale 
samples are resonance, bending/nano-indentation using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), 
compression/nano-indentation using a nanoindenter and tension/buckling using nanomanipulators 
with the aid of AFM cantilevers.  
 Resonance is a non-destructive method widely used to accurately determine the elastic 
modulus of nanoscale samples by applying periodic force to match their resonance frequency. It 
is implemented to test nanowires [47], nanotubes [48] and nanobelts [49] in situ inside the SEM 
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or TEM. Many groups extensively used AFM to measure the fracture strength of nanowires and 
2D materials. An AFM cantilever is brought in contact with the sample which applies load along 
the lateral direction (i.e. bending) of the tested cantilevers (Figure 2.a) [29] or clamped-clamped 
beams [50]. In addition, AFM has been useful in the mechanical characterization of suspended 
freestanding membranes of 2D materials such as Graphene [51] and Molybdenum disulfide 
(MoS2) (Figure 2.b) [52]. Nanoindenters with various tip geometry have extensively been 
employed to apply load on samples and measure their deformation simultaneously with high 
resolution and reliability. For example, flat punch tip is used to uniaxially compress nanopillars 
[53][54], bend doubly clamped beams [55] and cantilevers [27], nanoindentation of nanowires 
[56][57], single layer [58], or multilayer thin films [59] on a hard substrate. Load can also be 
applied on nanowires using nanomanipulators, where one end of the sample is connected to an 
AFM cantilever and the other is pulled by a tungsten tip attached to the nanomanipulator. Electron 
beam induced deposition (EBID) is used to anchor the nanowire at both ends. This technique is 
used to test nanowires under tension (Figure 2.c) [9], [60] or buckling [61]–[63] where the load is 
applied along the axis of the nanowire.   
Visualization of specimens during testing offers mechanistic insights on mechanical behavior 
of materials. It can provide information regarding crack/dislocation nucleation and their 
propagation during the test. These real time observations are possible using microscopy techniques 
such as SEM and TEM, which offer powerful ways to measure dimensions with nanometer 
resolution at high magnification. In situ TEM can provide atomic resolution images for real time 
observation of dislocations.  In situ SEM/TEM testing requires special setup to apply and sense 
the loads and deflections. However, the space inside the TEM chamber is limited (few mms in all 
directions).  MEMS, due to their compact size offer unique opportunity for carrying out in situ 
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tests in TEM [64]. MEMS platforms that allow in situ tests in TEM/SEM consist of an actuation 
mechanism, single/multiple specimen, load and deflection sensors. Load 
application/measurement, deformation measurement, and specimen handling/gripping are 
presented in the following subsections. 
 
Figure 2 Some Non-MEMS based methods for nanoscale Materials mechanical testing. a) Si NW bending 
with an AFM tip with inset of the NW footing [29], b) Schematic of nanoindentation on suspended MoS2 
membrane [52], and c) tensile testing of Si NW with diameter 23 nm attached to a AFM cantilever (left 
anchor) pulled by a nanomanipulator (right), with  a zoom-in-view of the NW [9].  
 
 MEMS based methods for Nanoscale Materials Characterization  
2.4.1 Load application (actuation)  
We classify the actuation mechanisms into two main categories: on-chip and off-chip 
actuation. On-chip actuation reduces the setup size significantly, and is appropriate for in situ 
testing but requires more complicated fabrication steps. Off-chip actuation requires larger space 
for the external actuator but the chip design is much simpler and requires less fabrication steps. 
For the selection and the performance metrics of different types of MEMS actuators, the reader is 
referred to [65]. 
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Thermal and electrostatic actuators are the most widely used on-chip actuation mechanisms 
to test nanoscale samples. For thermal actuators [66][67], micro mechanical beams are heated by 
applying voltage across their anchors (Joule heating). The beams deform due to thermal expansion 
to push the shuttle connected to the specimen (Figure 3.a) [68]. These actuators can transmit large 
loads to the specimen. Using thermal actuators is simple, however heat conduction to the sample 
and out-of-plane displacements can affect the accuracy of the results. The stage geometry can be 
optimized to reduce the out-of-plane displacement to an acceptable range [69].  The load and 
displacement of the actuators depend on the design and the size of the components. For example 
in the single beam devices the load range is 1 to 10 mN compared to 0.1 to 1 mN for the cascaded 
devices [66]. Zhu et al. [70] presented a thermal actuator implementing V-shaped beams to 
generate tens of Milli-Newtons of load and few microns displacements. Cascaded thermal 
actuators designed by Abbas et al. [71] can provide relatively large loads (tens of Milli-Newton) 
and large displacement (tens of microns) (Figure 3.b). To amplify the displacement, V-shaped 
beam can be connected to the thermally expanding beams [72]. The temperature of the specimen 
can be estimated using numerical analysis [39] and can be reduced by adding a number of heat 
sink beams [73]. Heating of the specimen due to the presence of the thermal actuator is unavoidable 
but can be minimized to an acceptable range and depends on the design (<5°C [70], <10°C [74], 
and <50°C [71]).  
Electrostatic actuation is another alternative in nanoscale materials testing, where two 
parallel plates with opposite charges are electrostatically attracted to each other. Comb drive 
actuators are usually used where force is created by changing the voltage between fixed and 
moving combs (Figure 3.c) [75][76]. Electrostatic actuation with thousands of comb drives was 
used [77] to design microelectromechanical device that can apply a compressive or tensile force 
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on the order of a Milli-Newton quasistatically. The force using comb drive actuators can reach few 
milli-Newtons [77]. In addition, very high resolution can be reached for both force and 
displacement measurements, 2 nN and 0.2nm, respectively. Others reported a unique on-chip 
actuation mechanism where residual stresses in a long beam applies the deformation on the sample 
upon the release of the sacrificial layer (Figure 3.d,e)  [78][79]. 
External actuation mechanism is required to apply load on microfabricated structures that 
requires larger space than conventional on-chip actuation. Often, commercially available 
piezoactuators are used to apply load or deformation on micro fabricated MEMS stages with nano 
scale specimens [80]–[83].  Upon application of voltage, the actuator motion is transmitted to the 
sample through a group of supporting beams as shown in Figure 3.f. In [84], U-beams are added 
between the actuator and the specimen to suppress any misalignment error between the direction 
of stretching of the stage and the specimen by six orders of magnitude (18° loading alignment error 
is reduced to (1.33x10-5)° misalignment at the specimen). Co-fabrication of the sample and the 
stage also reduces the errors of misalignment. Naraghi et al. [85] proposed a similar device to test 
polymeric nanofibers, actuated with an external piezoelectric transducer, under optical 
microscope. Another unique setup was proposed by Cheng et al. [86] where ZnO NW was bent 




Figure 3 MEMS-based methods for micro/anoscale materials mechanical testing. a) On-chip testing of 
freestanding polysilicon film using V-shaped thermal actuator and capacitive load sensor. Inset: NW 
bridged between the thermal  actuator and the capacitive load sensor [68], b) cascaded thermal actuator 
system for uniaxial tension with the co-fabricated freestanding Pt specimen [71]. Inset: Displacement 
markers and specimen. c) MEMS for thermomechanical testing of nano-structures, consisting of comb 
drive actuator, capacitive load sensor, and micro-heater [75], d) and e) SEM images of a full array of 
samples and a single specimen, respectively with actuation based on the internal stress relaxation upon 
the removal of the sacrificial layer [79],  f) uniaxial tension MEMS stage for freestanding thin films using 




Recently, push-to-pull (PTP) microfabricated devices have been used in testing nanoscale 
samples. It consists mainly of a transducer and a microfabricated structure that converts a 
compressive force (push) to a tensile force (pull) on a sample. Pushing can be along the 
longitudinal axis of the sample or along the lateral direction. A PTP platform shown in Figure 4.a 
was developed by Hysitron to be used with the picoindenter holder for in situ TEM tensile testing 
[87]. Desai et al. [88] developed a  PTP mechanism and used piezoactuator to push the sample 
inside the SEM (Figure 4.b) . Another push-to-pull device [89][90] was developed where the 
compressive nanoindentation force is transmitted through a shuttle into uniaxial strain on the 
sample (Figure 4.c). The test setup was suitable to test nanowires [91] and 2D materials [92] either 
in SEM or TEM. 
 
Figure 4 Different Push-to-Pull (PTP) techniques, pushing along the pulling direction of the sample in a) 
picoindenter pushes the shuttle (left)[87], and b) displacement is applied  from the left side to stretch the 
sample, and a zoom-in-view of the sample with one end fixed (left) and the other connected to the 
actuator (right) [88], and c) pushing direction is orthogonal to the pulling direction of sample shown by 
arrows [89]. 
Many uniaxial tension tests have been reported for nanoscale samples using MEMS 
platforms. Fewer bending tests have been conducted using MEMS, although most of the 
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components in MEMS/NEMS are subjected to bending stresses during operation. Bending of thin 
films using nanoindentation [27] and NWs using AFM [29] attracted researchers due to the 
simplicity of operation and ease of sample preparation. A few MEMS-based stages were used for 
bending tests [86][13]. The motivation to study the strain gradient effects in situ in SEM and TEM 
and understand the deformation mechanisms invites the community to invent new innovative 
designs for MEMS bending stages. In Chapters 3 and 4, two novel testing techniques will be 
presented.  
2.4.2 Load measurement 
One end of the sample is always connected to a group of support beams of MEMS stage. 
The load is calculated by monitoring the deflection during the experiment and measuring the 
stiffness of the beams before [80], [93] or after the experiment [94]. Deflection can be measured 
using digital image correlation (DIC) of images taken during the experiment [95] or using on-chip 
capacitive sensing [75]. To measure the deflections from images, co-fabricated structural markers, 
as shown in Figure 5.a, located close to the sample need to be monitored [96]. Capacitive sensors 
(Figure 5.b) are widely used in MEMS industry along with data acquisition chips [97]. For on-
chip capacitive sensing, high resolution SEM images are employed to calibrate the capacitance 
measurements first where different output voltages are converted to capacitance change [98]. 
Another design utilized an external load cell to measure the forces during the experiment [83] 
while one end of the sample is held fixed. The force sensor beams/load cell can be calibrated using 
AFM [85], nanoindentation [81], microfabricated calibrators [80], Lorentz force [99] , or by a 




Figure 5 Different load measurement techniques, a) gauges at a close proximity to the sample are 
monitored to measure displacements and accordingly calculate strain (1-2) and stress (2-3) values [96], 
b) capacitive load sensors are used during compression test of Co NWs where the sample is bridging the 
gap B [97]. 
2.4.3 Displacement measurement  
Carrying out in situ testing inside SEM or TEM provides the means to measure the sample 
deformation. Images are taken for the sample [100] or gauges located at a close proximity from 
the sample during the test [71]. Chen et al. [101] used comb features on one side of the grips to 
track displacements of both the load cell and actuator. The change in the length of the sample is 
measured by comparing consecutive images using DIC software [100].  Pre-calibrated capacitive 
sensors on both sides of the specimen were used by Gupta et al. [102] to measure deformation. 
EBID markers were deposited along the length of the Pd nanowhiskers to facilitate direct strain 
measurements and to demonstrate the negligible compliance of the gripping mechanism [101]. 
Figure 6 shows a plot of displacement resolution versus the maximum displacement of different 
techniques [65]. Different MEMS displacement sensors are compared to some macro sensors that 
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share the same operating principle. It shows that the capacitive and optical techniques are suitable 
candidates for MEMS. 
 
Figure 6 Displacement resolution versus maximum displacement of MEMS sensors and some macro 
sensors [65].  
2.4.4 Specimen preparation: handling, alignment and gripping 
Sample preparation is the most challenging step in MEMS-based mechanical 
characterization. Thin films are usually co-fabricated with the stage [100], [103], while NWs 
require a pick-and-place mechanism [104]. Co-fabrication ensures accurate alignment of the 
sample with the loading direction [105]. NWs are usually grown or dispersed randomly on a 
substrate. A nano-manipulator with a sharp tip is used to harvest the desired sample. Electron beam 
induced deposited (EBID) metal (Platinum) serves as a glue between the probe and the sample. 
The manipulator is then used to place and align the sample on the MEMS testing stage. Once 
aligned in right position, EBID is used again to glue the sample at both ends with the chip and cut 
any connection to the manipulator.    
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Manipulation of nanostructures is often done inside a dual-beam focused ion beam (FIB) 
and scanning electron microscope (SEM) tool, and this process requires the use of the ion beam 
which can partially mill or contaminate the sample [106]. In addition, during the handling process, 
bending or stretching of the sample might occur and it becomes difficult to realize these 
deformations at small scale. Murphy et al. [107] highlighted several artifacts accompanying the 
use of EBID clamps (Figure 7) for nanoscale tensile testing. It was found that the error in the 
measured displacement can reach 39% which will accordingly affect the measurement of strain 
and Young’s modulus. In addition, permanent deformation of the clamp may result in false 
indication of the nanowire plastic deformation. During EBID using Pt, caution should be taken as 
a thin Pt-organic coating might form on the NW and can affect the measured mechanical properties 
[104]. 
 
Figure 7 Schematics ((a), (c)) and SEM images ((b), (d)) of FIB-polished cross sections of Pd nanowires 
(NW) clamped to a flat surface ((a), (b)) and in a trench ((c), (d)). NWs in trenches do not often touch the 
bottom but rather make contact with side walls or remain suspended from nearby surfaces, whereas 
samples clamped to flat surfaces often make direct contact with the Si grips [107]. 
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Alignment between the sample axis and loading direction is a major concern when the 
sample and the stage are fabricated separately. Off-axis loading can lead to unreliable data with 
significant errors. Kang and Saif [108] studied different possible scenarios, and compared the ideal 
loading case to transverse and rotational misalignment and proposed new sample design to 
minimize the error. It was found that with a very small eccentricity to thickness ratio (c/h~0.1), an 
error in the elastic modulus can reach 150%. A hinge-like self-aligning mechanism for both the 
MEMS platform and the specimen was designed to achieve uniaxial tension [93]. 
 Thermomechanical Testing 
Compared to other thermomechanical testing techniques, MEMS based platforms have low 
thermal mass which allows precise spatio-temporal temperature control. In addition, their small 
size allows in situ thermomechanical testing inside SEM or TEM. Uniform heating and resistive 
(Joule) heating are two major heating techniques used at small scale [109]. In the early work of 
Haque and Saif [110], 150 nm thick freestanding Al films were tested at temperatures from 17 to 
162°C. The stage size enabled the uniaxial tension test to be carried inside SEM and TEM [82]. 
Temperature controlled experiments were carried out on a hot plate and a thermocouple was used 
to measure the temperature. Chen et al. [111] tested individual Pd nanowires (d=30-150 nm) under 
uniaxial tension over a temperature range of 90-475 K (~ -183 - 202 °C). The authors implemented 
thermal actuators to apply load and commercial microscopy cryostat with a thermoresistive coil 
heater to uniformly heat or cool the stage.  
Wang and Haque [73] integrated on-chip micro-heaters to mechanically test nanocrystalline 
Aluminum, Nickel and Zirconium samples at elevated temperature (over 950K). The new design 
permits applying mechanical and electrical stress to actively control the specimen’s material 
microstructure (grain growth and phase change) in situ inside TEM. Kang and Saif [17] 
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implemented Joule heating to test single crystal silicon (SCS) samples at elevated temperatures 
under uniaxial tension using SiC stage. The same stage was used to test SCS beams under bending 
to study the size dependence of the brittle to ductile (BDT) transition temperature [13]. Chang and 
Zhu [112] also tested SCS nanowires at elevated temperature to study BDT under tension. A heater 
based on Joule heating was cofabricated on the chip. Simulations were used to predict the 
temperature distribution for the in situ testing under vacuum. Sim et al. [113] implemented 
tungsten heating elements to test submicron Cu [113], Au [114], and ZrB2 [115] films at elevated 
temperatures up to 1016 K.  
 Multi-physics Testing 
In addition to thermomechanical characterization, multi-physics coupling became essential 
for the design of smart miniature devices. Understanding multi-physics coupling requires more 
sophisticated MEMS platforms. Specimen size becomes crucial when studying different physical 
properties such as optical, electrical and thermal. MEMS based apparatus offer unique capabilities 
to measure coupled multi-physics properties of small scale specimens. For example, Electro-
optical properties of Germanium nanowires were studied [116] under uniaxial stress. Similarly, 
multiple MEMS platforms were developed to study the electromechanical behavior of materials 
[117], [118]. A MEMS device [119] implementing electrostatic actuation and two capacitive 
sensors was used for simultaneous electrical and mechanical characterization of silicon nanowires. 
Piezoresistive and mechanical properties were also measured [119]. Thermal conductivity of 
individual silicon nanowires under uniform strain was reported [120] in the presence of point 
defects. In situ Raman piezothermography was used to test nanowires (170-180 nm) [120].        
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 MEMS for Mechanobiology 
Mechanics of biological cells/tissues is emerging as a critical determinant of their fate and 
function [121]. Cell behavior is, at least in part, dependent on the microenvironment where it is 
located. The cell generates forces on their micro environment, feels the environment and 
transduces the biophysical information into morphological and functional changes [122]. Cells 
also remodel the microenvironment, which in turn influences cell behavior. This dynamic 
reciprocity results in an emergent cell-tissue morphogenesis.  For example, substrate stiffness 
affects the cells’ morphology [123], locomotion, and adhesion [124]. Cell forces and stiffness of 
their microenvironment have been characterized by AFM [125], and micro-fabricated devices 
using silicon-based microfabrication [126] or soft lithography [127]. Microfabricated post array 
detectors (mPADs) [128] are elastomeric, microneedle-like posts to which cells are attached and 
apply forces. Cell forces are quantified from the deflection of the posts, by optical imaging. Similar 
method was applied to measure and manipulate forces of 3D tissues [129]. 
Small size of MEMS platforms are optimum for manipulation [130], sensing, and actuation of 
biological cells [126]. The aforementioned MEMS sensors and actuators used for materials testing 
have been used for mechanobiology studies. Some platforms consist of compliant beams and a 
structure in contact with cell/tissue. Cell forces are measured from the deformation of the beams 
quantified from time lapse images taken throughout the experiment. Microfabricated force sensors 
developed by Yang and Saif [131] composed of a microfabricated probe attached to flexible 
beams. The probe is functionalized with an extracellular matrix (Fibronectin) for cell attachment. 
The first design utilized fixed-fixed beams for force measurement so the probe is guided for force 
measurement in 1D as shown in Figure 8.a. The second force sensor (Figure 8.b) is just a flexible 
cantilever beam that can measure forces in 2D. Cells were stretched by moving the force sensor 
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away from the cell using a piezoelectric actuator. Deflections of the beams were observed under 
an optical microscope during the experiment. Forces are calculated after the calibration of the 
beams using AFM. Indentation response of single cells was studied using a similar design [132]. 
Forces generated by a single heart cell were measured [133] while it was bridged by two 
clamps.  Each clamp is connected to two flexible cantilever beams. These beams deflect as the cell 
contracts. Contractile force of the cell is estimated from the displacements of the clamps and the 
spring constant of the beams. Galbraith and Sheetz [134] used an array of micro cantilever beams 
with square pads shown in Figure 8.c at the end to measure traction forces generated by cells 
bridging between the pads similar to mPADs. Serrell et al. [135] stretched a single fibroblast, 
where the cell is bridged between the two halves of a platform, each is connected to a set of flexible 
beams. A force sensor was designed to measure forces as small as 1 pN, and was operated in both 
air and water [136]. This device has a good potential to work in a cell environment. A biaxial 
stretcher shown in Figure 8.d was proposed by Scuor et al. utilizing comb drive actuators on a chip 
[137]. The design employs a new linkage to obtain the displacement of the quadrants of a sliced 
circular plate, in orthogonal directions, and load is applied using an actuator in one direction only. 
Sun et al. [138] implemented capacitive sensors to measure the cellular forces in 2D as shown in 
Figure 8.e. This sensor is composed of a probe connected to sets of electrostatic comb drive 
structures that can measure forces as low as tens of Newtons. To estimate the cell stiffness in 
aqueous media Warnat et al. [139] designed a MEMS-based cell squeezer. Cells are placed 
between two movable jaws, where one jaw is connected to an electrostatic actuator and the other 
is connected to flexible beams (Figure 8.f). Compression tests of single cells [140] were carried 
out using an external micromanipulator with a piezodriver and the force is measured using 
piezoresistive elements that are co-fabricated with the stage. Taking advantage of small size scale 
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of MEMS sensors, Siechen et al. [141] measured the rest tension of single neurons in embryonic 
drosophila nervous system. Their study revealed for the first time that neurons generate tension in 
vivo, and such tension is essential for clustering of neurotransmitter vesicles at the presynaptic 






Figure 8 Different structures for MEMS-based techniques for mechanobiology. a) probe for force 
measurement in 1D, b) cantilever mechanism for 2D force measurement [132]. c) Arrays of the shown 
micro-cantilever beam with square pads used to measure cellular forces  [134] (scale bar 10 μm). d) 
Layout of the biaxial cell stretcher MEMS, showing the quadrant platform and relative linkages on the 
top, and the single, large comb drive on the bottom part. The three pairs of folded springs are linear 
guides; they avoid lateral pull-in of the comb [137]. e) Capacitive sensors to measure the cellular forces 
in 2D [138], and f) cell squeezer using electrostatic actuation, A=actuator and suspension, B=input 
measurement, C=jaw, D=reference spring, and E=output measurement [139].  
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 Recent results of materials tested using MEMS 
Here we highlight some of the recent studies that explored the nucleation strength, stress 
relaxation, and plastic strain recovery using MEMS sensors. Multiple parameters affect these 
phenomenon such as grain size, temperature, strain rate, and sample size. Recently, Chen et al. 
[142] were able to study size, temperature, and strain rate dependence of nucleation strength of 
defect-scarce Pd nanowhiskers. The authors used the setup discussed earlier in the 
thermomechanical testing section [111]. In their uniaxial tension experiment, it was observed that 
surface dislocation nucleation was the major mechanism for plastic yielding in Pd. Nucleation 
strength was strongly dependent on temperature, and weakly dependent on both size and strain 
rate. Low activation energy of dislocation nucleation deduced from their experiments might be 
due to the presence of preexisting flaws such as surface steps or other supporting mechanisms such 
as surface diffusion. Careful examination of internal defects and free surfaces of specimen, before 
testing, at nanoscale is required to determine the failure mechanism. Size dependence of fracture 
strength in SiC NWs was studied [68], where the fracture strength increases by decreasing the NW 
diameter. TEM analysis showed fracture strength depends on the initial defect density, which 
increases with the NW diameter. It was also observed that both linear and higher-order elastic 
constants are size dependent [143]. For example, Young’s modulus of 100 nm diameter Pd NWs 
is 120 GPa and increases to 290 GPa for 33 nm NWs.   
Relaxation and creep of ultrathin films and nano-structures used in MEMS/NEMS need to be 
fully understood to reliably operate these devices. This type of testing requires running the 
experiment for long times and keep monitoring the deformation continuously or intermittently. 
Hence different groups study stress relaxation of nanoscale samples using MEMS-based platforms. 
Hosseinian et al. [33] experimentally studied the stress relaxation of 100 nm thick nanocrystalline 
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Au films with average grain size 75 nm using MEMS based technique [34]. Their design 
implements a thermal actuator and capacitive sensors for both load and displacement measurement 
for uniaxial tension testing. This allowed in situ observations of time dependent deformation of 
the nanocrystalline films. Plastic strain rate decreases by more than order of magnitude during the 
first 30 minutes of relaxation, and continues to decrease during the next several hours. It was 
concluded from their TEM analysis that intergranular and transgranular dislocation motion 
initiated the relaxation mechanism. After several hours a transition to grain boundary diffusion 
based mechanism takes place as a consequence of dislocation activities slowing down or stopping 
when dislocation sources are exhausted or as a result of the reduction in the applied stress. This 
testing technique was further developed [102] to have two independent, separate signals from two 
capacitive sensors to be able to measure load and deflection separately without making any 
assumption about the material behavior [34]. 
Another face-centered cubic (FCC) structure (Pd) thin film is tested under uniaxial tension. 
Colla et al. [144] observed stress relaxation in 90 nm thick Pd films with 30 nm grains (in-plane 
size) containing  growth nanotwins. It was found that dislocation mechanism is responsible for the 
stress relaxation in these films. High resolution TEM was used to capture images of the specimen. 
At the beginning, density of stored dislocations increased with deformation, and later decreased 
by a factor ~2 to reach a steady state. Their experiments took more than 174 days. This kind of 
experiments was made possible with cofabricated actuator and sample.  
Penta-twinned silver nanowires attracted many researchers to study the effect of twin 
boundaries on their mechanical behavior. Qin et al. [35] reported a time dependent deformation 
behavior shown in Figure 9.a, where stress relaxation during loading and full strain recovery 
during unloading were revealed. These behaviors were not seen in single crystalline silver 
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nanowires. The presence of vacancies reduces the dislocation nucleation barrier which allows 
stress relaxation. The intrinsic stress field of the twin boundaries supports the retraction of partial 
dislocations after unloading. Both in situ TEM and MD simulations [145] showed a strong 
Bauschinger effect due to the presence of twin boundaries. Only partial plastic deformation was 
recovered due to the dislocation reactions and entanglements.  
 Nanocrystalline Au and Al thin films, co-fabricated with the testing MEMS-based chip, 
were tested under uniaxial tension [81]. In situ TEM observations showed the absence of 
dislocations and a grain-boundary-based mechanism as primary contributor for deformation. Later, 
Jagannathan et al. [146] experimentally realized the recovery of 50 to 100% of plastic strain after 
unloading of 200 nm-thick Al and Au nanocrystalline films as shown in Figure 9.b. Average  grain 
size in these films was  of 65 nm and 50 nm, respectively. The plastic strain recovery was time 
dependent and was accelerated at higher temperatures. No creep or stress relaxation was observed 
during the experiment. In-situ TEM using the same testing stage [147] revealed that 
microstructural heterogeneity and residual stresses mediate the strain recovery. Randomly oriented 
grains and a wide distribution of grain sizes (heterogenous microstructure) showed extensive 
microplasticity and a pronounced Bauschinger effect during unloading. In contrast, homogeneous 
microstructure experienced less plasticity and less Bauschinger effect. It was also found that films 
with higher homogeneity will have higher yield stress than heterogeneous ones [148]. In situ 
uniaxial tension tests of Al thin films in TEM showed phase transformation of FCC to hexagonal 




Figure 9 a) Stress relaxation and plastic strain recovery in pentatwinned silver by dislocation nucleation 
and retraction mechanisms [35], and b) Stress-strain curves for deformation recovery experiments 
performed on a gold specimen with (50%) plastic strain recovery during the next loading [146]. 
 Overview 
MEMS methods for testing small scale materials have emerged into a mature technology 
today. The components of this technology, such as patterning by microlithography, fabrication by 
plasma etching, have become common laboratory methods used in materials characterization. 
These methods, together with the advances in SEM and TEM, in-situ testing capabilities such as 
scanning probe microscopy in SEM, feedback loop controlled manipulators to handle samples and 
micro mechanical stages in analytical chambers with sub-nano meter resolution, offer 
unprecedented capabilities for deciphering the mechanisms of deformation and their structure-




CHAPTER 3: MICROMECHANICAL BENDING STAGE FOR STUDYING 







Here we propose a novel testing technique for mechanical characterization of materials under 
bending [1]. Analytical and computational model of a novel bending stage is presented. The stage 
applies bending moments on micro-nano scale beam specimens using nanoindenter. In uniaxial 
tests, any flaw within the entire volume of the specimen may lead to fracture before material yields. 
The new stage minimizes uniaxial state of stress in the specimen, but maximizes bending stress 
over a small volume such that high stresses can be reached within a small volume on the specimen 
without a premature failure by fracture. The analytical model of the stage accounts for the 
geometric non-linearity of the sample, but assumes simplified boundary conditions. It predicts the 
deflection and stresses in the specimen beam upon loading. The numerical model of the stage and 
the specimen employing a finite element (FE) package tests the validity of the analytical model. 
Good agreement between analytical and numerical results shows that the assumptions in the 
analytical model are reasonable. Therefore, the analytical model can be used to optimize the design 
of the stage and the specimen. A design of the stage is presented that results in axial/bending stress 
< 2% in the sample. In order to test the feasibility of the proposed design, a 3D printed stage and 
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a sample are fabricated using the Polyamide PA2200. Bending test is then carried out employing 
an indenter.  Elastic modulus of PA2200 is extracted from the load-deflection data. The value 
matches closely with that reported in the literature. The content of this chapter is published in the 
Journal of Applied Mechanics which is entitled “A Micromechanical Bending Stage for Studying 
Mechanical Properties of Materials Using Nanoindenter”. 
3.2 Motivation 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, several difficulties and uncertainties were reported during tests at 
micro/nano scale, e.g., handling and aligning Si NW accurately with the AFM tip [3] in uniaxial 
tension tests. Although compression test has been applied extensively for testing micropillars 
[11,19,20], it has some inevitable problems, such as small taper angles [20], friction between the 
indenter and the pillar surface, and hydrostatic pressure at the bottom of the pillars [19]. Also, 
focused ion beam milling (FIB) used in the preparation of micropillars [11,19,20]  results in an 
amorphous layer on the specimen surface due to implantation of Gallium [21].  Most of the 
reported bending tests for NWs were carried out using AFM [8–10,17,18]. However, there are 
several uncertainties in the directionality and the location of the applied load on the NW [22]. 
Gordon et al. [8] introduced a multipoint testing protocol to overcome these uncertainties, but the 
errors in the estimated modulus of elasticity and bending stress were still about 26%.  It is worth 
mentioning that bending is preferable to uniaxial tension testing as it limits the high stress zone to 
a small region of the material, and thus minimizes the likelihood of fracture due to flaws. We 
believe that the fracture behavior of Si is controlled by the competition between crack and 
dislocation nucleation from the surface. This competition might be the reason for brittle behavior 
of NWs in tension and ductility in bending [3]. In order to study the onset of plasticity, it is essential 
to decrease the probability of flaws causing premature fracture of the specimen.  
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Nanoindentation has been used [23–26] to carry out bending tests of cantilever microbeams on 
a variety of metal specimens with different sizes. For example, Florando and Nix [23] used 
nanoindenter to apply load at the free end of a bilayer tapered cantilever. Bending stresses in the 
bilayer become independent of the position along the cantilever. Here, the sample is co-fabricated 
with the stage to avoid handling and misalignment errors. The design of the stage is introduced in 
Section 3. An analytical and a finite element model of the stage are developed in Sections 4 and 5. 
Section 6 presents the simulations results. Experimental setup and procedure are covered in section 
7 followed by results and discussions in section 8.  
3.3 Bending stage design 
The design objective of the stage is to maximize the bending stress to uniaxial stress ratio on 
test samples. The stage (Figure 10.a) consists of four identical specimens, a loading platform 
(block), and four transverse supporting beams anchored at both ends by a rigid frame. The 
specimens are beams with rectangular cross section (Figure 10.d). They may be sub-micrometer 
to few micro meter in thickness. They are anchored by the loading platform at one end and by 
supporting beams at the other (Figure 10.b). The supporting beams have high aspect ratio, and 
hence they have low in-plane but high out of plane stiffness. In addition, the two supporting beams 
on each side of the stage are far apart from one another, but they are connected by a rigid frame. 
This gives high torsional stiffness against rotation at the anchors of the specimens. Nanoindenter 
is used to apply a vertical force at the center of the loading platform (see Figure 10). During 
loading, the specimens bend by taking an S shape (Figure 10.c), while their anchors approach the 
loading platform horizontally with minimal resistance. This minimizes the axial force on the 
sample, but maximizes the bending stress. The functionality of the stage is shown schematically 
in Figure 11. Here, the spring stiffness, Kx, mimics the resistance against deflection in the 
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horizontal direction. The roller supports prevent rotation and out of plane displacement of the 
anchors. The force, 4P, is applied by the nanoindenter. Vertical displacement, v , of the loading 
platform due to 4P is measured by the nanoindenter stage. The highest stress in the sample occurs 
at the anchors. An analytical model is needed to evaluate the stress as a function of the force or the 
displacement. The model is developed next. 
 
Figure 10a) 3D model of the bending stage , b) 4 specimens connected to loading platform and 
supporting beams, c) deformed specimens and supporting beams with the applied load, and d) zoom in 




Figure 11 schematic representation for the proposed bending stage. 
3.4 Analytical Model 
 
Figure 12 Schematic representation for A1A2 segment of the sample beam 
Here we develop an analytical model of the sample to predict its force-stress relationship. 
The model will be used to optimize the sample geometry that maximizes the bending/axial stress 
ratio near the anchors. Consider the free body of a sample beam subjected to a vertical load (P) at 
one end. The other end is allowed to move horizontally, but it is subjected to the restoring forces 
of a spring with spring constant of Kx. Both ends of the specimen are assumed to be horizontal 
during loading. The left end of the specimen is allowed to move horizontally along x-direction 
only, while the right end, attached to the loading platform, only displaces vertically along y-
direction. Under these boundary conditions, the beam deformation shape is symmetric about its 
midpoint, A1, where the curvature vanishes. We consider half the beam (A1-A2) for analysis [27]. 
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We choose the origin of the x-y coordinates at A1 (Figure 12). The coordinate along the length of 
the beam is given by s. Let be the angle the beam makes at any point with the x-axis, and y(s) 
be the transverse displacement of the beam at any point on the A1A2 segment. Moment-curvature 








   (3.1) 
When , the terms of order and higher are neglected. At any point (x,y) of the beam, 
moment M is given by  where P is the applied force and F is the restoring force of 
the horizontal spring. The problem is to solve for the displacement shape, y(s), for prescribed P. 
Stresses in the beam can then be determined from the beam strains. Towards solving for y(s), we 
assume a harmonic shape with amplitude d as sin( ) , /y d s L  = =  which ensures the zero 
slope boundary conditions.  
Then, x(s), the horizontal projection of s is given by  
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Then displacement, , at the end of the beam in the x-direction is given as a function of the vertical 
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Corresponding restoring force, F, of the horizontal spring is 2 2 / 4x h xF K K d L = = . Using Eqs. 
(3.2) and (3.3) and applying the approximate solution,  in Eq.(3.1) , we obtain: 
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where R (d, s) is the residual error. Applying the method of weighted residuals in the Galerkin 
form to minimize the error in Eq 4 [28] , i.e., applying 
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Eq. (3.6) gives the vertical deflection, d, for any applied load, P. Eq.(3.6) , together with the 
assumed harmonic shape of the beam, completely defines its strains due to load P. For linear elastic 
behavior, the maximum bending stress at the anchors is given by / Ib Mc = , where 
, c is the distance from the neutral axis, and I is the moment of inertia. The uniaxial stress due to 
the axial force (F), can be simply estimated from /t F A = , where A is the cross-section area of 
the beam, and x hF K = .  The total stiffness Kx is equivalent to 2 springs in series (Figure 13),
/ ( )x s a s aK K K K K= + , where Ks is the supporting beam stiffness, and Ka is the specimen’s axial 
stiffness ( /aK EA L= ). In our design, long supporting beams are implemented to minimize their 
stiffness such that (Ks<< Ka) and x sK K . Hence, we can assume that the specimen doesn't change 
its length due to the applied load. Eq.(3.6) then offers a quantitative approach to design the stage 
and the sample such that b  is maximized to yield the material, and t  is negligible to suppress 
/2
0
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failure due to flaws and crack growth from along the length of the sample beam. We will use the 
criterion, / 2%t b    for the design. 
 
Figure 13 Schematic of the stage stiffness in the horizontal direction 
3.5 Numerical Model  
The analytical model for the bending stage had several assumptions: the sample beams 
were inextensible, their anchored ends had zero slope, no vertical displacement was allowed at the 
anchors with the supporting beams, and the sample had harmonic deformed shape during loading. 
Also the analysis did not account for any eccentricity or off center loading. A numerical simulation 
of the stage can relax these limitations. We carry out a finite element simulation of the 3D stage 
on a one-to-one scale using COMSOL Multiphysics package. 
In the simulation, the nanoindentor force is modeled as a point load at the center of the 
loading platform (see Figure 10b). Fixed boundary conditions are prescribed at the ends of the 
supporting beams. The model predicts the deformation and the stresses in the sample for a given 
applied load. These stress-load predictions are compared with those obtained from the analytical 
model to test its feasibility for optimizing the stage design.  
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3.6 Simulations and Analysis 
The material properties of the sample is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic with 
Young’s modulus of elasticity (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) as 169 GPa and 0.28 respectively. The 
dimension of the stage components and that of the sample beams are: L=50 µm, h=2 µm, b=20 
µm, L1= 200 µm, L2=2000 µm, Ls= 4000 µm, hs = 400 µm and bs= 20 µm (see Figure 10). They 
give low axial stress/bending stress ratio (~2%) at the sample anchor, predicted by the analytical 
model. Figure 29 shows the transverse deflection, , of the loading platform and deformation,
, of the supporting beam as a function of the applied load. The analytical model slightly 
underestimates the deflections, since it assumes that the supporting beams have infinite resistance 
against rotation and vertical (out of plane) deflection. These simplifying assumptions lead to a 
stiffer stage. The combined error introduced by the assumptions of the analytical model is less than 





Figure 14 a) Vertical deflection vs applied load at the center of the loading platform, and b) Horizontal 
deflection of the supporting beams vs applied load at the center of the loading platform. 
 
The uniaxial tensile stress on the sample cross-section at the anchor can be estimated from 
the FE analysis as well as from /As hK  . It is found that the ratio of uniaxial to bending stress at 
the anchor is less than 0.02 by both the models. Axial force along the beam sample is maximum 
at its mid length where moment vanishes. It is given by cos sinG F P = +  (see Figure 12), and 
stress by G/A. Figure 15 shows that uniaxial tensile stress reaches its maximum value at s=0. The 
bending stress at 1 micron from the anchor from both the FE model and the analytical model is 
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shown in Figure 16, and the good agreement between them confirms that the analytical model can 
be used for designing the stage. 
 
Figure 15 Analytical model results of the uniaxial tension along the specimen at 2 different loads 
 
Figure 16 Bending stress at 1 micron from the the anchor of the sample predicted by finite element 




To assess the importance of the flexible supporting beams in our design, another FE model 
is developed where the edges of the specimen are fixed (see Figure 17). In this case, the only 
resistance to the elongation in the horizontal direction is the axial stiffness of the specimen. Let 
Kx=Ka in the analytical model, derived in section 4, then the axial stress in the specimen is given 
by /Aa hK  .Vertical deflection of the platform is shown in Figure 18 for both the analytical and 
FE models. The good agreement between the analytical and numerical models implies that the 
current analytical model can predict the behavior of the specimen with either fixed or anchored 
edges. In the stage design shown in Figure 11, the supporting beam’s dimensions were selected so 
that the ratio / 500a sK K  . Therefore, the elongation in the specimen due to Ka is negligible. To 
increase this ratio for a given specimen dimensions (Ka is constant), we have to reduce Ks by 
changing the dimensions of the supporting beams. This can be achieved by either decreasing the 
moment of inertia or increasing the length of the supporting beams. The former is constrained by 
the achievable aspect ratio during fabrication and the supporting beam’s torsional stiffness. The 
length of the supporting beams is limited by the supporting beam rigidity in the vertical direction. 
The material of both the specimen and supporting beams would also affect the selection of 
dimensions. These tradeoffs should be considered in the design of the bending stage, given that 




Figure 17 a) Schematic of the bending stage with fixed ends, and b) finite element model result for 
deformed specimens upon loading  
 
Figure 18 Vertical deflection of the loading platform predicted by finite element analysis and the 
analytical model. 
In our analysis we assumed that the nanoindenter probe applies force at the center of the 
loading platform. Such alignment can be achieved by fabricating an indent at the center of the 
platform. However, an off-center loading will cause a deviation in the stress distribution in the 
sample from that of the concentric case. In order to evaluate the effect of off-center loading, we 
carry out finite element analysis of the stage (Figure 19.a) with the force shifted from the center of 
the platform along the direction of the samples or orthogonal to them. A linear relation is found 
between the shift in the loading position (as a fraction of the platform width) and the change in 
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stress in the sample from the concentric loading case (Figure 19.b).  For example, if the load is 
shifted from the center orthogonally to the beams by 3% of the platform width, the maximum 
change in stress at the sample anchor is within ±6% of the centric load case. As the width of the 
loading block increases, the effect of the off axis loading (as a fraction of the platform width) on 
the stress values decreases. Similarly, a shift of the load along the direction of the sample beams 
causes an increase in the stress in the beams closer to the load, while the stress in the beams on the 
other side decreases. For example, if the load is applied at a point on the platform that is 0.03Ll 
from the center (Figure 19.b) then the corresponding change in the sample stress is within ±4% of 
the central loading stress. An absolute misalignment error of 2 µm on a 500 µm loading platform 
results in less than 1% error in the estimated stresses in the sample beams.   
 
Figure 19 Effect of the error in loading position on specimen stress at the anchors. The change of stress 
as a fraction of the stress due to concentric loading case is shown.  
3.7 Experiments 
To validate the analytical and numerical models a 3d printed model of the bending stage is 
tested (see Figure 20). The stage is fabricated from Polyamide (PA2200) using selective laser 
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sintering (SLS) 3d printer. The specimen’s dimensions are 5×2×.5 mm3 and the supporting beams’ 
dimensions are 110×15×1 mm3. The two supporting beams are connected to a rigid frame which 
is fixed to the base of the testing machine. 
 
Figure 20 3D printed bending stage before testing 
The indenter force is applied by a motorized test stand (MARK-10, ESM 301) and 
measured by a digital force gauge (MARK-10, M5-10) (see  Figure 21.a). A cone shaped tip is 
used to align with the small notch at the center of the load platform of the stage. The specimen is 
bent (Figure 21.b) with a punch speed of 10 mm/min. The applied load and the deflection at the 
center are continuously collected and saved.  
 




3.8 Results and Discussions 
The load-deflection data are fitted using Eq.(3.6) to get an estimate of the modulus of 
elasticity. Figure 22 shows that the average value of the elastic modulus is 517 MPa, which 
matches the value predicted in literature [29] for 0.5 mm sized test samples. 
 
Figure 22 Modulus of elasticity of PA2200 
The vertical and horizontal deflections are calculated using the analytical model as shown 
in Figure 23. Here the elastic modulus of the sample is assumed to be 517 MPa. Note that elastic 
modulus of PA2200 samples made by 3D printing is size dependent. It has been measured for 
three-point bending samples and is found to be 2000-2150 MPa for samples above 3 mm in 
thickness[29]. The modulus decreases sharply with size and takes a value of 500-600 MPa as the 
thickness reaches 0.5 mm by extrapolating the data [29].  
The horizontal deflection of the supporting beams is estimated to be less than 0.2 mm. This small 
deflection ensures the zero slope boundary condition at the edge, and reduces the uniaxial tension 
as discussed in the previous sections. Figure 24 shows the bending stress calculated at the anchor 




Figure 23 Applied load on each specimen vs a) vertical deflection and b)horizontal deflection 
 
Figure 24 Bending stress at the hinge vs applied load using the calculated modulus of elasticity 
3.9 Overview 
Here we propose a novel stage that allows testing of materials under bending using 
nanoindenter. Due to bending, high stresses are generated at a small region of the sample leaving 
the rest of the sample with relatively low stress. This lowers the probability of failure by sudden 
fracture typically initiated by flaws distributed over the entire volume of the sample. Localization 
of stress allows one to probe materials behavior over a wide range of stresses and their 
corresponding deformation mechanisms. In order to avoid the misalignment problems, the stage 
and the specimen are designed to be co-fabricated. An analytical model of the stage is developed, 
based on simplifying assumptions, to predict sample stresses as a function of applied load and 




stress exceeds the axial stress by two orders of magnitude. The model predictions are compared 
with those from a full 3D finite element simulation. A good agreement between the two models 
justifies the assumptions of the analytical model. A 3D printed stage is designed and tested to 
validate the analytical model. The bending test results are used to measure the modulus of elasticity 
of PA2200. A good agreement is found between the estimated modulus of elasticity and the value 
in the literature at the same size scale. Thus the simplified model can be applied to optimize the 
stage geometry. The proposed stage allows testing of material samples subjected to quasistatic or 
dynamic loading at varying temperatures within the nanoindentation chamber. Thus, various 
mechanical properties including yielding, fatigue, and creep behavior can be studied.  
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CHAPTER 4: DESIGN, SIMULATION, AND TESTING OF A NOVEL 







As discussed in Chapter 3, any misalignment between the indenter axis and the center of the 
platform will cause a large difference in the load that each sample feels. In addition, if one sample 
reached the yielding stress or fractured, the distribution of the stress will change for other samples. 
Therefore, we introduce here a novel bending stage to study the mechanical behavior of a single 
sample. The working principle of the stage is presented along with an experimental evidence using 
3D printed prototype. The stage and the specimen are designed to be co-fabricated to avoid the 
specimen handling and misalignment problems. Analytical and numerical models of the stage are 
developed to predict the deflection and stresses in the specimen beam upon loading. Good 
agreement is found between the predictions from the two models. A stage and a sample are 3D 
printed with a plastic material (PA 2200) to test the feasibility of the proposed design. Bending 
test is carried out on the sample using the 3D printed stage. Elastic modulus of PA2200 is obtained 
from the load-deflection data. For comparison, uniaxial tension test was also performed on a 
PA2200 sample. The modulus of elasticity obtained by the two methods match with each other. 
The content of this chapter is published in an article in Experimental Mechanics Journal which is 
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entitled “Design, Simulation, and Testing of a Novel Bending Stage for Mechanical 
Characterization of Materials”. 
4.2 Bending Stage Design 
The objective of the stage is to test micro/nanoscale specimen under bending through 
maximizing the bending stress to uniaxial stress ratio along the specimen. In addition the new 
technique aims to avoid sample handling and alignment problems by co-fabricating the specimen 
and the stage with lithographic accuracy. The proposed structure of the stage (Figure 25.a) consists 
of a rigid frame, backbone, sample, gauges to measure displacements, and four groups of beams 
that serve as force sensing beams (FSB) with stiffness Kx, frame beams (FB) with stiffness Ky, U-
beams (UB) and support beams (SB). The specimen is a beam with rectangular cross section 
(Figure 25.c), and of length L. It may be sub-micrometer to few micrometers in thickness. It is 
anchored at one end by a structural frame consisting of two parallel long cantilever beams of length 
L2. The other end is supported by a stiffer beam. The rigid backbone and the support beams ensure 
zero slope at the lower end of the sample during bending. The frame is supported at the base by 
two parallel force sensing beams of length L1, orthogonal to the frame. The beams of the frame 
have high aspect ratio (∼10:1), but they are far apart. This offers the frame high in-plane 




Figure 25 a) 3D model of the bending stage, b) a zoom-in-view of the sensors and supports, and c) a 
zoom-in-view of the specimen 
When the sample is loaded, the frame deforms and allows the anchor to translate along the 
longitudinal direction of the sample, but retains a near zero slope at the anchor. To minimize the 
axial force on the sample, i.e., the force along the y-axis, the sample is anchored by a long frame 
with Ky<<Ka, where Ky and Ka are the spring constants of the frame along the y- and x-axis 
respectively. Low Ky approximately mimics a roller support. The specimen is loaded by stretching 
the stage using a pillar (through a hole). The other end is held fixed by a stationary pillar during 
the test (Figure 26.a). Upon loading, the support beams transfer the load to the specimen. The 
function of the U-beams of the stage (Figure 26) is to suppress any misalignment between the 
direction of stretching of the stage and the specimen by six orders of magnitude as discussed in 
[84] (18° loading alignment error is reduced to  misalignment at the specimen). Since 
the specimen and the force sensing beams are in series, the load in the specimen is obtained from 
the deformation of the sensing beams. The spring constant, Kx, of the force sensing beams is 




measure the force and deformation in the sample (Figure 25.b) located close to the specimen. The 
load applied to the specimen is measured from the change in the gap between G0 and G2. Similarly, 
the deformation of the specimen in the x-direction, δx, is given by the change in gap between G1 
and G2 (Figure 25.b). Note that the resolution of the force sensor can be enhanced by decreasing 
the width of the force sensing beams or reducing their number. Finally, the axial stiffness of the 
sample is given as, Ks=AE/L>>Ky. This ensures that during bending, axial stretch of the sample is 
negligible compared to bending deformation, δx.  
 
Figure 26 A schematic of the bending stage a) before and b) during loading   
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4.3 Analytical Model 
 
Figure 27 a) finite element model of the stage and the sample, b)simplified model for analysis before and 
during loading and c) schematic representation for H1H2 segment of the sample beam 
The working principle of the stage is schematically illustrated in Figure 27. During loading, 
the force, P, is applied on the specimen along x-direction causing a displacement δx at one end. 
The specimen is bent by taking an S-shape. To accommodate the new deformed shape with low 
axial force, the frame beams (Ky) deform along the y-direction by 
δy. This spring mimics the 
compliance of the frame of the physical stage. The roller support prevents rotation and out of plane 
displacement of the specimen at the left anchor (Figure 27b). They represent the torsional rigidity 
of the frame. The spring along y-direction minimizes axial stress in the sample. The spring with 
stiffness, Kx, measures the force P on the specimen. It represents the force sensor beams of the 
physical stage. 
 The testing stage is analytically modeled to evaluate the stress on the sample as a function of 
the force, P, for given Kx and Ky. The developed model is used to optimize the dimensions of the 
experimental stage such that the axial to bending stress ratio in the specimen is less than 1%. Figure 
27b shows the free body of a sample during loading, where a load (P) is applied at one end along 
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the x-axis. The other end moves along the y-axis, but it is subjected to the restoring forces of two 
orthogonal springs with spring constants of Kx and Ky. Accordingly, the deformed beam shape is 
anti-symmetric about its midpoint where the curvature vanishes. Therefore, half the beam 
(segment H1-H2) is considered here for analysis (Figure 27c). The analysis we present here is 
similar to the one presented in Chapter 3. 
Let s be the coordinate along the length of the beam starting at H1.  We define x(s) as the 
displacement of the beam along the x-axis at any point on the H1H2 segment measured from the 








  (4.1) 
Here θ(s) is the angle that the beam makes at s with the y-axis, and the prime denotes derivative 




 = . We expect 1x  , and the terms of order 4x and higher will be 
neglected in any expansion. The moment M is given by M= Py- Fx, where P is the applied force 
and F is the restoring force by the frame beams with spring constant Ky. I is the moment of inertia 
given by I=bh3/12, where b and h are the sample’s depth (out of plane) and thickness, respectively. 
To solve for x(s), we assume a harmonic shape with unknown amplitude δx/2, giving 
( / 2)sin( ) , /xx s L   = =  which ensures the zero slope boundary conditions. Note that δx is a 
function of the applied load P. We seek to determine the function, P=P(δx) in the following. 
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Assuming negligible axial stretch of the sample displacement, δy, is given as a function of 
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Corresponding restoring force, F, of the frame beams is 
2 2 /16y y y xF K K L  = =  [160]. 
Applying the approximate solution, ( / 2)sin( )xx s =  in eq.(4.1), By applying the approx. 
solution x(s) in eq.(4.1), a new term, the residual error R (s,δx), is added. To minimize the error we 
apply the method of weighted residuals in the Galerkin form 
/2
0
( , )sin 0
L
xR s s ds  =  [150]. 
Finally we obtain the relation between P and δx:  
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  (4.4) 
Modulus of elasticity (E) can be calculated using eq.(4.4) from measured x  and P, and  known Ky, 
I and L. The maximum bending stress at the anchors ( /b Mc I = ) is calculated for a linear elastic 
material, where M= Py - Fx, 2c is the width of the sample, and y yF K =  is the axial force. 
Uniaxial stress due to the resistance from the frame beams is given by /t y yK A =  where A is the 
cross-sectional area of the beam. The sample’s axial stiffness (Ks) is high compared to the frame 
beams’ flexural stiffness (Ky) to minimize the axial stretch of the sample. The design of the stage, 
discussed next, has Ks/Ky >1000, hence the change in the sample’s length is negligible. Our goal 
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is to maximize σb and minimize σt to suppress the failure due to flaws and crack growth. All the 
parameters in eq.(4.4) can be controlled to reach a criteria / 1%t b   .   
4.4 Simulations and Analysis  
In the analytical model we assumed that the ends of the specimen beam have zero slope 
during the test. In addition the beam is assumed to take a harmonic shape upon loading and the 
elongation along its axis is negligible. In order to analyze the stage without these approximations, 
we carry out a numerical simulation of the bending stage using COMSOL Multiphysics package. 
The full 3D stage and a sample are simulated. The force is applied at one end of the specimen, and 
the other end is anchored to two long soft beams (see Figure 27a). The ends of the force sensing 
beams are held fixed throughout the simulation. This model is used to predict the stresses and 
strains in the specimen. The results will be used to test the feasibility of the simplified analytical 
model. Here, we simulate the bending test on a silicon beam sample. The material is assumed to 
be homogeneous and isotropic with Young’s modulus of elasticity (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) as 
169 GPa and 0.28 respectively. The dimensions of the stage are: L=30 µm, h=1 µm, b=4 µm, L1= 
3 mm, b1= 200 µm, h1= 10 µm L2=1 mm, b2=200 µm, h2=10 µm. (see Figure 25). These dimensions 




    
Figure 28 FE predicted deformation shape of a) stage during loading and b) zoom-in-view of the 
specimen  
Upon loading, the specimen beam pulls the compliant beams to deform along the y-
direction while the force sensing beams deform in the x-direction (Figure 28.a). The sinusoidal 
shape of the beam deformation is recognized in (Figure 28.b). To quantitatively compare both 
models,
 
δx is measured by subtracting x-displacement of two points at the two ends of the 
specimen. Figure 29.a shows the load-deflection relation when the load is varied from 5 μN to 200 
μN. Figure 29.b shows the relation between the applied load and δy of the frame in the y-direction. 
This displacement of the frame generates a small axial force on the sample. The axial force would 
have been much higher if the anchors were fixed [150]. The analytical model assumes that the 
force sensing beams and supporting beams have infinite resistance against rotation and out of plane 
deflection. Therefore, the deflections are underestimated by the analytical model. The combined 
error introduced by the assumptions of the analytical model is less than 10%. The axial stiffness 
of the frame beams (Ka) is selected to be much higher than the stiffness of the force sensing beams 
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(Kx), Ka /Kx >1000, resulting in the axial deflection of the frame as <1 nm. Therefore, the 
displacement measured by the sensor gauge is equal to the deflection of the force sensing beams. 
To minimize the axial deflection of the specimen, the ratio between the specimen’s axial stiffness 
(Ks) to the transverse stiffness of the frame beams (Ky) is kept high, Ks /Ky= 135000.  
 
Figure 29 a) Deflection of the sample along the loading direction at the point of load application vs the 
applied load, and b) deflection of the frame along the longitudinal direction of the specimen vs applied 
load. 
The uniaxial tension due to the force of the frame can be estimated by comparing the stress 
values at equal distances above and below the neutral axis. Note that FE model predicts uniaxial 
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to bending stress ratio at the anchor of the sample as less than 0.01. Using the analytical model, 
the force developed along the beam causing uniaxial tension is given by . In 
the middle of the beam, where  reaches its maximum value, uniaxial tension is maximum and 
the bending moment vanishes.  Figure 30 shows the bending stress predicted by both the analytical 
and numerical models, at 1μm from the anchor. As expected, the analytical model slightly 
overestimates the stresses due to the higher assumed stiffness of the stage. The close 
correspondence between the analytical and the FE models testifies that the analytical model can 
be used to optimize the geometry of the bending stage and the specimen.  
  
Figure 30 Bending stress at 1μm from the anchor of the sample and axial tensile stress measured at the 
midspan predicted by the analytical model and FE analysis 
4.5 Experiments 
A 3D printed model of the proposed bending stage is tested to validate the results from 
both the analytical and numerical models (Figure 31). Selective laser sintering 3D printer (Formiga 
P 100) is used to fabricate the stage from Polyamide (PA2200). The specimen’s dimensions are 
11.7×2×1 mm3, the frame beams’ dimensions are 37×6×.5 mm3, and the force sensing beams’ 




dimensions are 86×6×1.4 mm3.  The two force sensing beams are connected to a rigid frame which 
is fixed to the base of the test setup through a pillar. 
 
Figure 31 a) 3D printed stage during testing with a zoom-in-view of b) sensor gauges, and c) deformed 
sample during loading     
The other end is connected to a pillar fixed to the linear stage which is manually actuated 
to apply deformation to the bending stage. Once the T-shaped beam latches, the motion is 
transmitted to the specimen through three fixed-fixed beams. The three sensor gauges shown in 
Figure 31.b are monitored using an InFocus model KC microscope equipped with a C-mount 
camera (UCMOS03 100KPA) during the experiment to measure the total deflection of the 




Figure 32 Deformed beam shape during loading with a fitted sine wave 
Images of the deformed beam during loading are analyzed using digital image correlation. 
A sine wave is fitted to the resulting curve as shown in Figure 32 at two different stages during 
loading. The root mean square error is less than 4% compared to the sine wave amplitude. After 
conducting the bending test on the specimen, the stage is cut at the midspan of the frame beams to 
calibrate the force sensing beams (Figure 33). The stage is clamped at its fixed end and oriented 
vertically on the calibration setup. The force is applied at the midpoint of the force sensing beams 
using a flat punch and a motorized test stand (MARK-10, ESM 301), and measured by a digital 
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force gauge (see Figure 33.a). The force-displacement response gives the stiffness of the sensor 
beams as shown in Figure 33.c. 
 
Figure 33 a) Calibration test setup b) zoom-in view for the force sensing beams and c) the calibration 
curve 
Constant displacement rate tension tests were performed on the same material for 
comparison with the results from the bending test. Polyamide (PA 2200) tensile specimens were 
fabricated using 3D printing. The specimen was 52 mm long, 6.9 mm wide and 1.38 mm thick, 
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while the grip’s width was 15 mm. The same calibration test stand (MARK-10, ESM 301) was 
used to perform the test where the tensile specimen was clamped at both ends. The tension tests 
were carried out at crosshead speed of 10 mm/min. The deflection versus the load data were 
continuously recorded for each specimen.  
4.6 Results and Discussion 
The experimental setup described in the previous section was used to perform a bending 
test on polyimide sample. The sensor gauges were monitored during the experiment. A sequence 
of images was taken for the sensor gauges and then analyzed using imagej [161]. The change in 
gap between G0 and G2 gives a measure of the force sensor beams deflection, while the change in 
gap between G1 and G2 provides the deformation of the specimen in the x-direction δx (Figure 
31.b). The load is then calculated after the calibration of the force sensor beams. The bending stress 
at the anchor is calculated according to  where . The beam deflection is used 
to calculate the maximum strain on the tension side at the anchor. Figure 34 shows the stress-strain 
relation during loading of one of the samples. The results show a linear elastic relation for strains 
less than 1.2%. Load-deflection (P-δx) data from four samples, together with the geometric 
parameters, are substituted into eq.(4.2) to obtain the modulus of elasticity, E. The average 
modulus of elasticity of Polyamide (PA 2200) is found to be 632.4 MPa with a standard deviation 
14.3 MPa.  






Figure 34 linear relation for stress vs. strain at the anchor on the tension side 
The load versus displacement record of the tensile tests was used to determine the engineering 
stress versus engineering strain behavior of PA 2200 in tension. In converting the raw data, 
displacements due to the compliance of the testing apparatus were subtracted from the results. 
Results of the tension test are shown in Figure 35. All the tested specimens had the same behavior, 
only two specimens are shown here as a proof. The results show a linear relation in the elastic 
region before yielding. A strain hardening behavior was recognized before the necking in the 
middle part of the specimen.  Modulus of elasticity estimated from the slope of the linear relation 




Figure 35 Stress-strain relation for PA 2200 under uniaxial tension 
Note that the analyses presented here include geometric non-linearity. In the analytical model 
the terms of order 4x  and higher are neglected. Finite element analysis accounts for geometric 
non-linearity without this approximation. A comparison between analytical and numerical 
simulation shows that the analytical method under-predicts the max displacement of the beam by 
less than 10% when x ~0.37. However, both analyses are limited to small strains. This 
simplification is justified since the stage is intended to capture the onset of plasticity in samples 
under bending.  
4.7 Overview 
We presented here a new stage to test small scale materials under bending. The stage and the 
sample are co-fabricated. The stage allows to maximize the bending stress to tensile stress ratio on 
the sample. An analytical and a numerical model of the stage are developed to predict the stresses 
of the sample as a function of applied deformation of the stage. Good agreement between the 
models suggests that the simplified analytical model can be used to optimize the stage design.  
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In order to test the feasibility of the stage experimentally, we 3D printed a bending stage with 
a 1 mm thick specimen using Polyamide (PA2200). Bending test was carried out using a manually 
operated linear stretcher. The force sensing beams of the stage were calibrated independently after 
the test. The force deflection data were substituted into the analytical model to calculate the 
modulus of elasticity of PA2200. For comparison, uniaxial tension test was performed on the same 
material.  A good agreement was found in the modulus of elasticity value extracted from both 
tension and bending tests.  The experimental and theoretical demonstrations show that the current 







CHAPTER 5: IN-SITU THERMOMECHANICAL TESTING OF SCS 







As discussed in Chapter 4, the testing mechanism is validated by testing 3D printed bending 
stage. The results show the applicability of our design for testing materials. Here, we present a 
silicon MEMS stage for in-situ bending test of micro/nanoscale samples at high temperature.  A 
test setup is designed to carry the stage inside an SEM which enables to heat the sample up to 
450°C. A piezo actuator of the setup stretches the stage which translates into bending the sample. 
Sample is co-fabricated with the stage to avoid handling and misalignment problems. The 
analytical and finite element (FE) models developed in Chapter 4 are used to predict the behavior 
of the bending stage and calculate the stresses in the sample. Single crystal silicon (SCS) micro-
beams oriented along [0 1 1] are tested at room temperature under bending. They showed higher 
strength compared to the uniaxial tension test results. The calculated modulus of elasticity of the 
samples matches the value reported in literature. In addition samples with thickness 2-5 µm 
exhibited brittle-to-ductile transition (BDT) at 400ºC, about 150ºC below the bulk BDT 
temperature. The content of this chapter is published in an article in Extreme Mechanics Letters 
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which is entitled “A novel MEMS stage for in-situ thermomechanical testing of single crystal 
silicon microbeams under bending”. 
5.2 Bending stage 
The microfabricated silicon testing stage consists mainly of a frame that holds the sample 
and three sets of beams; force sensing beams, supporting beams and frame beams (Figure 36a). 
Gauges are located at a close proximity from the sample (Figure 36b). The sample is co-fabricated 
with the MEMS stage and its thickness varies from 2-5μm (Figure 36c). A test setup that fits inside 
an environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) is designed to integrate the stage with 
both heating and stretching mechanisms (detailed methods can be found in section 5).  
 Load is applied using an external piezoactuator and displacement is measured by digital 
image correlation of SEM images. As one end of the stage is pulled, the sample is deformed and 
takes an s-shape. This stage offers multiple advantages over other testing techniques. First, it 
localizes high stresses to a small volume to avoid fracture due to fabrication flaws. Second, to 
measure deformation and loads, we need to monitor the gauges while the sample does not need to 
be exposed to an electron beam during the experiment to avoid any external effects on dislocation 
nucleation mechanism. In addition, focused ion beam (FIB) milling is not required for sample 





Figure 36a) Silicon MEMS bending stage with different groups of beams: U-beams, supporting beams, 
frame beams, and force sensing beams, b) zoom in view of the sample and force/deflection gauges (G0, 
G1, and G2) and c) the sample. 
5.3 Fabrication 
The platform is fabricated from a double side polished 4 inch silicon wafer, 200 μm thick 
with (1 0 0) orientation. The process flow is detailed in Figure 37. First, the back side is patterned 
using photolithography. A positive photoresist (SPR 220 4.5) is spun coat, and exposed to UV 
light under a contact mask aligner with a dose of 160 mJ/cm2 (Electronic Visions EV620, i-line). 
The pattern contains all the micromechanical structure except the sample beam. To obtain vertical 
sidewalls for all the beams, deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) of silicon is used (STS Pegasus ICP-
DRIE). The etching is time controlled to leave 20-60 μm of silicon as the sample’s depth (b) 
(Figure 37).  
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The photoresist is then removed by reactive ion etching (RIE) process using oxygen and 
argon plasma. The front side is then patterned with another mask that contains the sample. Both 
front and back patterns were aligned before exposure. A subsequent front-side DRIE step was used 
to etch all the micro-mechanical structures including the sample. The photoresist coating is 
removed using oxygen plasma to expose the sample. The gap between the sensor gauges is 
designed to be wider on the backside mask than on the front-side to avoid any silicon residues 
during etching. SEM image of a micro-fabricated stage is shown in Figure 36a, where the 
supporting and force sensing beams’ dimensions are approximately: L=3mm, b=200 μm, h=20 
μm. Gauges are approximately 15 μm apart, and located at a close proximity to the sample (Figure 
36b). A zoom-in-view of the sample with fillets at both sides is shown in Figure 36c, with nominal 
dimensions: Ls=60 μm, bs=40 μm, hs=2.5 μm. 
 
Figure 37 Fabrication process flow includes photolithography in steps i) and iii), DRIE in steps ii) and 
iv).  
5.4 Load and displacement measurement  
The relative displacements of the three gauges (G0, G1 and G2), located close to the sample, 
are used to calculate the total deformation and load on the sample (Figure 38a-b). The change in 
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the distance between G1 and G2 gives the sample’s deformation δx=δ2-δ1, where δ1 is the initial gap 
between G1 and G2, and  δ2 is the gap between G1 and G2 during the experiment. The change in the 
gap between G2 and G0 gives the displacement of the force sensing beams, δ, giving force on the 
sample, P=Kxδ. SEM images are taken for the sensor gauges to calculate displacements using 
template matching plugin in imageJ with subpixel resolution [161], [162]. Image analysis gives a 
displacement resolution of approximately 58 nm. This gives a force resolution of 35 µN. The force 
sensing beams are calibrated for Kx after completion of the test using either a nanoindenter 
(Hysitron TI-950 triboindenter) equipped with a flat tip, or a tungsten needle with known stiffness, 
or calculated from the dimensions measured by SEM. Figure 38c shows a sample deformed at 
different loading stages.  
 
Figure 38 SEM images of the gauges a)before and b) during loading, and c) sample at different loads 
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5.5 In-situ SEM testing platform 
The bending stage is mounted on a testing setup that fits in the SEM chamber (Figure 39a). 
The setup provides two main functions: stretching and heating the stage (Figure 39b). Stretching 
is conducted by moving the ends of the stage relative to each other. A teardrop-shaped hole at each 
end of the stage allows a 0.8 mm pin to go through (Figure 39c). Each pin is attached to a long 
Macor arm to reduce heat conduction to other mechanical components. One end is connected to a 
micrometer stage for coarse positioning before the test. The other end is connected to a 
piezoactuator (PiezoMove P-601.10, Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH & Co. KG) with a maximum 
range of motion of 100 µm with 0.2 nm resolution. The piezoactuator is powered through wires 
connected to a feedthrough inside an environmental SEM (Quanta™ 450 FEG, FEI, Netherlands). 
The sample is loaded by applying voltage to the piezoactuator (Figure 39d). As one end of the chip 
is pulled by the piezoactuator, the T-beam latches as shown in Figure 26 and the displacement is 
transmitted to the supporting beams and the sample. The test is carried out at 1 Torr in Argon and 




Figure 39 Testing setup including stretching and heating components. a) 3D model, b) section AA, c) 




The stretching setup is mounted on a 1000ºC heating stage, a crucible, controlled by a 
microprocessor-controlled power supply. Chilled water is circulated through the heating stage 
during the experiment to cool down other components around the crucible. A post with a circular 
cross-section and a flat rectangular head with a groove for the MEMs stage is inserted inside the 
crucible. A detailed cross-sectional view of the post, stage, and pulling mechanism is shown in 
Figure 39b.  A built-in thermocouple is used to measure the temperature inside the crucible (T1). 
To account for the heat losses between the silicon stage and other components, the temperature at 
the top surface of the stage is measured using a separate thermocouple (T2). A calibration curve is 
used during the experiment to remotely set the temperature of the crucible (T1) using a software, 
with a feedback loop, to reach the sample’s pre-calibrated temperature (T2). Liquid temperature 
lacquers (Omegalaq) [163], known to change their phase when a threshold temperature is reached 
[6], [164],were used to verify the temperature close to the specimen with accuracy ±1%. A 
dedicated ceramic GSE detector with a special insert is used to avoid heating of the electron optical 
column.  
5.6 Results and discussions 
5.6.1 Determination of Elastic Modulus 
The material properties of the sample in both the analytical and FE models are assumed to 
be homogeneous and isotropic with Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) as 169 GPa and 
0.28, respectively. To compare the analytical and numerical models, a sample with dimensions 
L=30 µm, h=2.67 µm, b=39 µm was analyzed. Figure 40 shows P-δy and P-δx relations from both 
models. A good agreement between them confirms that the analytical model can be applied to 
select the stage dimensions. The analytical model slightly underestimates the deflections, since it 
assumes that the frame and support beams have infinite stiffness against rotation and out of plane 
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deformation. These simplifying assumptions lead to a stiffer stage. The combined error introduced 
by the assumptions of the analytical model is less than 10%. One of the critical parameters in the 
design is the stiffness of force sensing beams, Kx. We design the force sensing beams such that Kx 
is close to the sample’s flexural stiffness. Hence, the deflections of the force sensing beams (FSB) 
and that of the sample are on the same order of magnitude.  
 
Figure 40 Applied load (P) versus a) sample’s deformation (δx) and b) frame beams’ deflection along y-
axis (δy) from both analytical and numerical models  
Since the sample is located near the top surface of the platform, there is a torsional moment 
generated during loading. We quantified the error due to this shift using FE model.  The rotations 
about x and y-axis were measured during loading (Figure 36). We find that the rotation angle 
increases slightly with load (<2*10-4 rad at P=12 mN). The stiffness of the force sensing beams is 
calculated using the formula Kx=12nEI/L
3 where n, E, I , and L are the number of force sensing 
beams, elastic modulus, moment of inertia, and length of the beams, respectively. The dimensions 
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are accurately measured inside SEM with high resolution. The elastic modulus of SCS along [1 1 
0] direction at different temperatures is reported in literature [165] is used to calculate Kx.  
To assess the importance of the frame beams with stiffness Ky, we compared the clamped-
guided case (Figure 41a, Ky is very large) to our design. In Figure 41a, as the sample beam deforms 
along the x-axis by
x , it stretches along the y-axis to accommodate this deformation. The only 
resistance to this elongation is the sample’s own axial stiffness, Ks=AE/L. We substitute Ky=Ks in 
eq.(4.4) and solve to get the load-deformation relationship. The axial stress in the sample is given 
by σt=Ks δy/A, while the maximum bending stress at the anchors is given by σb=h(PL-Ks δy δx )/4I. 
A critical parameter that needs to be minimized is the ratio between the axial tensile and bending 
stresses, R=σt/ σb, given in eq(5.1). The spring stiffness, Ky, is varied for the same sample with the 
abovementioned dimensions and the stiffness ratio is given as κ = Ky/ Ks. Figure 41b shows R vs 
κ at a constant load (P=10 mN). The clamped-guided case is highlighted at κ=1, R=11.8% while 
the current design results in κ=3.9*10-4, R=0.006%. The ratio between axial and bending stresses 















Figure 41 a) Schematic of clamped-guided sample before and during loading, b) the ratio between axial 
and bending stress (R%= 100 σt/ σb) vs the stiffness ratio (κ = Ky/ Ks ) at a load P=0.01N, and c) the ratio 
between axial and bending stress (R%= 100σt/ σb) vs the applied load (P) using both models 
Next, we compare the results for the clamped-guided case with a model [166] where the 
deformation (
x ) , axial force (F) and load (P) are given as a function of a parameter, u, with 
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where E, I, and L are the modulus of elasticity, moment of inertia and length of the sample 
respectively. The axial stress in the sample is given by σt=F/A, while the maximum bending stress 
at the clamped ends is given by σb=PLh tanh(u)/4Iu. Using eqs.(5.2)-(5.4), we find that the stress 
ratio (R= σt/ σb) increases nonlinearly with the applied load (P) (Figure 41c). The slight difference 
(<2 %) between R values from both models at higher loads might be due to different assumptions 
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in each model. The good agreement between both models implies that our analytical model can 
predict the behavior of samples with either clamped or anchored edges.  
After carrying out an experiment on silicon microbeams oriented along [110] direction, the 
load-deflection data is used to the analytical model to estimate the modulus of elasticity eq.(4.4). 
In addition, the maximum bending stress and strain at the edges are calculated using the 
aforementioned analytical model. To estimate the bending stress accurately at the anchors of the 
sample, FE simulations were performed with the commercially available software COMSOL. Both 
results from experiment and FE model are shown in Figure 42a. The sample takes an S-shape 
during loading as shown from both experiment and FE model (Figure 42b-c). The analytical model 
does not account for the stress concentration at the edges, due to the presence of fillets. Hence, the 
stress values from FE model are higher than those calculated using the analytical model at the 
same strain level. After testing samples with thicknesses between 2-5 µm, the modulus of elasticity 
is found to be 174.2 GPa with a standard deviation 2.19 GPa. This gives an error 3.1% compared 
to the reported modulus of elasticity in literature, 169 GPa [167], [168]. The fracture strength 
(~2.8±0.43GPa) of all samples at room temperature was higher than the strength (~2 GPa) reported 
in the literature where specimens with minimum cross sectional dimension of 2 µm were tested 




Figure 42 Maximum bending stress during loading vs strain of a bent silicon beam sample. The sample 
during loading (b) and its numerical simulation (c). 
5.6.2 High Temperature Mechanical Behavior of Silicon 
At room temperature, the samples fracture during loading in a specific manner in all the 
experiments. They suddenly snap without any observed plastic deformation. When the crack 
propagates, the crack surface is expected to be along (111) plane. However, secondary cleavage 
planes are activated in our experiments giving a zigzag fracture shape. All samples tested below 




Figure 43 a) Load-deformation relation at 400ºC, b) sample before testing and c) after failure showing 
permanent plastic deformation 
When the temperature is raised to above 400°C, the load-deformation curve shows a plastic 
deformation when the maximum bending stresses exceed approximately 1.8 GPa (Figure 43a). 
This is below the BDT temperature of bulk SCS (~550ºC) [169]. The bending stress was calculated 
using linear elastic material until plastic deformation was observed. We carried out 6 independent 
tests with silicon beams at 400°C. The reported data in Figure 43a is a representative example. 
Here, 80 µm long sample shows a permanent transverse deformation of more than 8 µm as 
demonstrated in the image of the sample after fracture (Figure 43c). Slip traces appeared on the 
sidewalls of the bent specimen, making a 54º angle with the sample’s longitudinal axis. For the 
sample beam axis along [0 -1 1], slip occurs along four similar slip systems (e.g. (1 -1 1) [-1 0 1]), 
all with Schmid factor 0.4082. This results in a resolved shear stress of approx. 0.73 GPa.  We 
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believe that the actual local stress near the anchors of the sample is higher due to the presence of 
stress concentrators (surface roughness) that appear during fabrication. 
Although the mechanical behavior of silicon at micro/nanoscale has been extensively 
investigated using simulations and experiments, there are contradictions in the literature. 
Regarding the dislocation nucleation stress, Kang and Cai [170] carried out tension tests using 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and reported a tensile stress of 13 GPa, equivalent to a 
resolved shear stress of 5.3 GPa, for 4 nm nanowires at room temperature. In addition, all 
nanowires with diameters less than 4 nm exhibit plastic deformation regardless of temperature. On 
the contrary, in another MD simulation study, Hale et al. [171] found that under compression of 
nanospheres at 300K no dislocation nucleation occurs unless the diameter exceeds a cut off 
diameter between 10 nm and 20 nm. Tension experiments of nanowires [172] showed brittle 
fracture with a significant size dependent fracture strength. As the diameter decreased from 42 to 
9 nm, the strength increased from 4.4 to 11.3 GPa. Fracture strength of chemically synthesized 
silicon nanowires (15-60 nm diameter) was found to be over 12 GPa [9] under tension without 
plasticity. The reported strength and dislocation nucleation stress values are relatively higher than 
those deduced from our experiments. The presence of preexisting flaws, such as atomic surface 
steps, is unavoidable and can go undetected under SEM. These flaws could lower the nucleation 
barrier compared to pristine sample. 
It is important to highlight that the current stage design is not limited to silicon samples 
oriented along [1 1 0] direction. However, the beam can be oriented along other directions by 
choosing Silicon wafers with appropriate orientations and aligning the pattern along the desired 
directions. It can also be utilized to test different micro/nanoscale materials - metals, 
semiconductors and biomaterials such as bones, teeth, seashells - at high temperatures under 
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bending to explore size dependent mechanical properties. Beam samples with rectangular cross-
section can be fabricated (using appropriate process protocols as well as by focused ion beam-FIB) 
separately and then placed in a groove built into the stage [93], etched during  fabrication of the 
stage (Figure 44a). Nanowires can also be picked and placed on top of the stage and clamped in 
position using FIB deposited Pt [173] (Figure 44b), or glued using epoxy [174]. The force sensing 
beam dimensions can be changed to match the stiffness of the tested samples.  
 
Figure 44 Sample can be fabricated separately to be a) placed in a built-in groove (beam) or b) clamped 
in position with FIB deposited Pt (nanowire) 
5.7 Overview 
In this Chapter we presented a new MEMS platform that allows studying the mechanical 
behavior of microscale silicon samples in controlled environment. Bending experiments on silicon 
micro-beams were performed at high temperature (up to 450ºC). The new stage maximizes the 
bending stress at the anchors and minimizes the uniaxial tension by implementing a new 
mechanism. To avoid handling and misalignment problems, the sample is co-fabricated with the 
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stage. Modulus of elasticity is measured for silicon samples at room temperature using the stage 
to verify its applicability. The measured modulus showed good agreement with the reported values 
in the literature. The failure stress values at room temperature were found to be higher than those 
reported in uniaxial tensile test results. The high temperature tests revealed size dependence of the 
BDT in silicon. For samples for thicknesses 2-5 µm, BDT temperature (in Kelvin scale) reduces 
by 18% compared to the bulk value. Dislocation nucleation from the surface and glide along {1 1 
1} <1 1 0> is a likely mechanism for plastic deformation.  
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CHAPTER 6: HIGH TEMPERATURE STRESS RELAXATION OF 






Here, we report a time dependent relaxation behavior in silicon under bending loads mediated 
by dislocations nucleating from the surface at 400 ºC using a novel in-situ thermomechanical 
testing technique. Silicon microbeams plastically deform over time while bending moment 
decreases. We also reveal the detailed mechanism of stress relaxation using combined SEM, TEM 
and AFM analysis. When peak stress is reached, multiple dislocations nucleate simultaneously 
from the surface, mediating plastic deformation and stress relaxation. This process continues until 
a plateau is reached when the effective shear stress drops and mobility activities stop. A simple 
mechanistic model is presented, to correlate dislocations nucleation with load changes during 
plastic deformation.   
6.2. Stress relaxation experiments 
The entire stage is heated to 400 ºC before applying any load. Figure 45a shows the load 
deformation response during the bending experiment of silicon and includes loading, relaxation 
and unloading. Initially quasi-static displacements are applied to the sample where load and 
deformation increase linearly. The loading rate is about (8 nm/s). During loading, the deformation 
increases linearly with the applied load, and shows slight nonlinearity at higher stresses. The 
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displacement of the piezoactuator is held constant for at least 4 mins as the maximum bending 
stress in the beam exceeds approximately 2.0 GPa. If there is no measurable relaxation of the 
sample, the displacement is then increased by 0.5 µm. The process is continued until relaxation 
initiates, i.e., force sensing beams start to retract as the sample relaxes causing a gradual drop in 
the load readings. Deformation (δx) gradually increases during relaxation (Figure 45a). The time 
dependent behavior of the sample is recorded as it relaxes (Figure 45b). The relaxation eventually 
stops reaching an equilibrium. If the sample is unloaded, the piezoactuator moves back to the initial 
position causing a linear reduction in deformation with load. Multiple samples were tested and 
showed relaxation initiation at different stress levels. Samples with thickness range 2-5 μm showed 
a relaxation stress of 3.2 GPa with standard deviation 0.9 GPa (Figure 45c). No size dependence 
was observed. The variability in the calculated relaxation stress might be due to experimental 
uncertainties such as surface roughness, and estimated microbeam dimensions. 
A permanent deformation is retained after fully unloading the sample (Figure 46a-b). Localized 
permanent deformation is realized near the anchors, the sites of maximum stress (Figure 46b). 
SEM imaging after unloading showed slip traces on both side walls and top surface of the sample 
(red arrows in Figure 46c). These traces match with two <1 1 1> planes (Figure 46f). As the 
bending moment axis aligns with [1 0 0], four slip systems (two slip planes) are activated with the 
same Schmid factor 0.408 for our sample oriented along [0 -1 1]. Dislocation activity was 
confirmed by TEM. First, a TEM section is cut from a pristine as-fabricated sample (Figure 46d), 
before testing, to check for any pre-existing defects. Our area of interest is near the anchors where 
high stresses would take place. Focused ion beam (FIB) milling was employed to thin the lamella 
down to 100 nm for TEM analysis as shown in Figure 46e. Platinum was used to protect the sample 
during preparation. No dislocation was seen in the untested sample which confirms that as-
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fabricated samples are defect-free (Figure 46f). TEM images of the tested samples revealed that 
dislocation activities took place along two slip planes (1 -1 1) and (1 1 -1) inclined 54° to the 
horizontal (Figure 46g). It is expected that dislocations nucleated from the sidewalls where stresses 
are maximum.      
 
Figure 45 a) load-deflection response during a typical stress relaxation experiment, b) s-shaped 
relationship between load (P) and deformation (δx) vs time, c) bending stress level for relaxation 
initiation at different thicknesses 
To understand how silicon microbeams deform plastically during relaxation, we asked how 
dislocations nucleate and propagate at different stages of deformation and how do they correlate 
to the relaxation curves. Our TEM studies reveal that dislocation nucleation and propagation 
mediate plastic deformation in our silicon microbeams. We hypothesize that initially a dislocation 
nucleates at the region of high stress near the anchor, and moves into the bulk gliding on a {1 1 1} 
plane. Nucleation of dislocation results in an increased local strain and a decrease in local stress 
on the surface of the beam, thus preventing another nucleation within the relaxed region. This 
determines the spacing between the dislocation sites. Since the stress is high near the anchor, 
dislocation initiation events might take place over a very short time scale compared to the overall 
relaxation time. Hence they may appear simultaneous. Once the sites are established, they will 
produce dislocations to move into the bulk resulting in time dependent plastic deformation of the 
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beam. For a fixed displacement of the piezoactuator, the beam relaxes. In our system, the beam 
deformation increases while the sensor springs relax.  
 
Figure 46 a) 3D SEM image of sample upon unloading and b) top view showing permanent deformation, 
c) side walls of a sample showing steps on the surface (red arrows) that match the two <1 1 1> activated 
slip planes, d) a pristine sample with a TEM section taken at one of the edges before bending , 
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Figure 46 (cont.) e) a lamella is thinned down to approx. 100 nm and f) TEM image with no defects in the 
as-fabricated sample, g) scanning TEM image showing dislocations along 2 slip planes, and h) schematic 
of the sample with crystal orientation and slip planes (with the highest Schmid factor) expected to be 
activated during bending 
6.3. AFM Analysis 
In order to test our hypothesis of the stress relaxation mechanism, a sample is loaded and 
unloaded three times at the same temperature (Figure 47a). As we load the sample, the 
piezoactuator displacement is held constant at earlier stages of the linear regime, and no relaxation 
is observed at maximum bending stresses below 2.4 GPa for this sample. Once the stress reached 
2.4 GPa relaxation started and images were taken every 30 s to measure load and deformation 
versus time. After a few minutes the sample is unloaded and showed permanent deformation. The 
sample is loaded to a stress value approximately half the initial relaxation load, and relaxation took 
place at lower stress. The plastic deformation is accommodated now, possibly by nucleation of 
dislocations from the surface and their mobility. In the third loading stage, the sample is left to 
relax for approximately 2.5 hrs until the deformation gradually slowed down. Figure 47b shows 
the load and deformation vs time for the three relaxation cycles.   
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was then used to measure the surface steps to further 
understand the nucleation mechanism. AFM images of the top surface steps are taken after 
unloading and cooling the sample. The atomic force micrograph in Figure 47c shows an example 
of the slip-step arrangement on the top face of the sample after a loading-unloading cycle. The 
gradient in the ledges’ heights is due to the difference between the large dislocation density 
crossing the surface (sidewalls) and rare dislocations at the neutral axis. The step down and up in 
the AFM scan is due to the presence of four slip systems activated within two intersecting slip 
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planes (see schematic in Figure 46h). For all samples after unloading, AFM images show that the 
shearing of surfaces extend to the neutral axis and in some cases exceeds it. The average spacing 
is measured from different line profiles extracted from AFM images at different positions on the 
anchors using Gwyddion software. A comparison of the three profiles is shown in Figure 47d, and 
it is clear that all the dislocation nucleation sites appear during the first loading cycle. The heights 
in the second and third loadings increased, indicating the rise in dislocation density. 
 
Figure 47 A sample loaded-unloaded three times with AFM images taken after each cycle, b) Load vs 
time at the three different loading stages only during relaxation, c) AFM image of the slip traces on the 
top surface at the edge where stresses are high d) AFM analysis results of a strip on the top surface close 




6.4. Discussions  
Figure 48a shows a sample during relaxation, where deformation increases while the load 
drops with time, as dislocations nucleate from the surface and glide along the slip planes. The 
linear drop in the load-deformation curve simply reflects the spring constant of the force sensing 
beams. Increasing x means decreasing spring deformation and hence decreasing P. The relaxation 
process can be divided into three stages (Figure 48c). During the first stage, dislocations are 
nucleated and start to glide along the slip planes. The rate of deformation is small, starting with 
zero. Stage II is simply a linear drop in the load with time (Figure 48b). Stage III shows a 
diminishing rate of deformation until x reaches a steady value when the applied stress on the beam 
is low and cannot generate any new dislocation.  
We present a micromechanical model to interpret the stress relaxation process. Consider a 
silicon microbeam of thickness H, deformed under bending with a curvature  . The coordinate 
system is fixed at the neutral axis at one of the ends of the beam, where Y-axis is oriented along 
the thickness. Once the applied bending moment approaches that for yielding, dislocation 
nucleation is expected to take place at the top and bottom surfaces. Figure 48d shows a zoom-in-
view of the beam near the anchor during the different relaxation stages. As one end of the beam is 
held fixed, the other end, connected to force sensing beams, will retract causing a gradual drop in 
the load. We propose a model to correlate the dislocation nucleation from the surface to the global 




Figure 48 a) Sample deformed shape during relaxation as force sensors record a drop in load (P) as 
deformation (δx) increases, b) load vs deformation with typical loading, relaxation and unloading, c) load 
and deformation vs time showing three different stages i,ii and iii, and d) are representations of the bent 
beam during relaxation (i,ii, and iii) showing progression of dislocations across the beam 
Here we assume that the dislocations elastically unload the silicon on both sides of the slip 
plane (Figure 49). This results in a strain relaxation proportional to the number of dislocations 
nucleated at each specific nucleation site. Based on the AFM analysis of the sample surface, there 
is a periodic spacing between nucleation sites,  (Figure 48 d). The deformation on the surface, 
along the beam’s longitudinal axis, is similar to a Mode II crack [175] and is given as 
mu b= , 
where 
m is the number of nucleated dislocations per site, b is the burgers vector, and β is a constant 
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that reflects the slip system orientation. It has to be noted here that 
m  is used as the number of 
dislocations along the slip plane, not the conventional definition of length of dislocations per unit 
volume. The elastic strain imposed on the microbeam’s surface, along its longitudinal axis, during 
dislocation nucleation is given as:  
                                                           / 2 /H u  = −             (6.1) 
As time progresses, dislocations glide along the {1 1 1} slip planes, forming a plastic zone 
with depth s, measured from the free surface (Figure 48d-ii). Dislocations reach an equilibrium 
position under the effect of the external aplied stress, and their interaction forces. The distribution 
of dislocations in the presence of a stress gradient with a given obstacle resistance shows a pile-up 
at the leading dislocation [176]. In addition, dislocations close to the free surface are affected by 
the image forces [177]. For simplicity, we assume dislocations are equally spaced along the slip 
plane at any point in time during relaxation. The spacing between dislocations is given as Ls=αb, 
where α is a state variable that changes with the beam’s curvature. Hence the depth of the plastic 
zone is given as s=αρmb, measured from free surface (Figure 48d).  
 
Figure 49 a) Load-deformation relation and b) schematic of half beam showing strain along the thickness 
at two different loads P1 in the elastic region and P2 during relaxation 
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Dislocation nucleation rate, 
m ,  is dependent on temperature and stress level at the surface 
[178]. Let C be the average nucleation rate from the surface when the stress approaches the 
theoretical shear strength,
th . Following as [178], we approximate m  by: 









                                                     (6.2) 
where n is an exponent that characterizes the stress dependence of the nucleation rate of 
dislocations at the surface and τ is the shear stress at the surface (τ =σxx / 6 ). σxx on the surface 
is given by E where E is the elastic modulus of silicon along [110] and  is given by eq(6.1). The 
theoretical shear strength is estimated as 5.3 GPa [170] using molecular dynamics simulations. 
Assuming there is no resistance against gliding dislocations, i.e., negligible Peierls stress, the 
dislocations are expected to approach the neutral axis, s∞≈H/2 when 0m = . Accordingly, the 
stress at the surface will be totally relaxed and gives a finite value of dislocations proportional to 
the beam’s curvature. Using s∞≈H/2 would result in α= β/κλ, as a variable inversely proportional 
to curvature.  
The bending moment includes elastic and plastic components; M=Mel+Mpl. The plastic 
regime dominates the surface and extends to a depth s. However, the elastic regime dominates a 
distance s1 from the neutral axis where s1=H/2-s. The bending moment per unit width of the beam 





xxM ydy=                                                                   (6.3) 
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In the plastic zone, s, we assume that the strain relaxation on the surface (eq.(6.1)) varies 
linearly along the depth. Since the dislocations are localized we can assume that the stress varies 












=                                                     (6.4) 
Using the model developed in [179], we calculated the force sensing beams deformation as 
/ ( / 2)xM K L =  where M, Kx, and L are the appled bending moment, force sensing beams 
stiffness, and beam length, respectively. In-situ observation of the sample during relaxation 
showed that the curvature changes only at the edges to accommodate the plastic deformation rather 
than the rest of the beam where the stresses are low. In addition, AFM scans showed that surface 
steps are found only at the anchors. Therefore, the plastic zone is localized at close proximity to 
the anchors, spanning a distance Lo. The curvature can be approximated to be κ=θ/ Lo, where θ is 
the angle that the microbeam makes with Y-axis at a distance Lo from the anchors (Figure 50a). 
By integrating equation (6.3), we can obtain the total bending moment as a function of dislocation 
density and curvature. It should be noted that the model developed here does not take into account 
the stochastic nature of the surface. Scallops and irregularities on the side walls of the sample are 





Figure 50a) Dislocation nucleation rate and total number of nucleated dislocations vs time, b) plastic 
zone depth s and bending moment (γ=0.5), c) load reduction vs time of three different samples 
experiments and model results, and d) load reduction and rate of load reduction vs time at different γ 
values of sample 3 
Since we start with a pristine sample, there are no dislocations (ρm ≈0) as confirmed by 
TEM imaging (Figure 46f). The dislocation density ρ and curvature κ are expected to increase 
during relaxation (Figure 48d i-iii). Dislocation density is solved numerically. By substituting 
dislocation density into the bending moment equation, we get a solution for curvature as a function 
of time. Accordingly, we calculate the total bending moment (M) and drop in load (ΔP).  
The abovementioned analytical model is applied to predict the behavior of a beam with 
thickness H=4 μm, length L=60 μm and width B=50 μm. The spacing between dislocation sites 
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[180].  , is approximately 200 nm, estimated from AFM and SEM images. A stage with force 
sensing beams’ stiffness Kx=1106 N/m is used. The model shows a gradual reduction in bending 
moment which results in a drop in the force sensing beams deformation. We assumed the 
dislocations will glide until they reach the neutral axis, s∞≈H/2. Using nonlinear programming 
solver to find the best fit with our experimental data by minimizing the root mean square error, we 
obtain n=2.79 and C=0.146s-1.  
Figure 50a shows the predictions of the model which captured the dynamics in the 
experimental results. Dislocations nucleation rate is very high at the beginning and slows down as 
more dislocations are generated. The model shows that approximately 45 dislocations nucleate at 
each site. This would result in a step at the edge of the beam measured along [1 0 0] direction, with 
a height of roughly 12 nm. The average step height measured using AFM is approximately 5 nm. 
The model predicts step heights in the same order of magnitude as the experiments. We expect the 
maximum height to be at the corner where dislocations start. However, the region selected for 
AFM analysis is not exactly at the edge of the beam to avoid breaking the tip when it hits the 
corner. The model captures the advancement of plastic deformation zone size, s, which reaches a 
plateau close to H/2 (Figure 50b). As the plastic zone size increases, the bending moment drops 
by approximately 30% during relaxation. Our model is applied to three different samples, exhibited 
stress relaxation at different stress levels (Figure 50c). A good agreement between our mechanistic 
model and experimental results shows that the assumptions in the model are reasonable, and the 
values of C and n can be used to predict the dislocation nucleation during relaxation.  
In the current model, the rate of dislocation nucleation is only controlled by the surface 
stress and no consideration was given for the resistance during gliding (Peierls stress). Peierls 
stress, τp, has a significant influence on gliding dislocations in silicon compared to FCC metals (2 
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to 3 orders of magnitude higher [181]). Due to the stress gradient, the stress on the leading 
dislocation will be balanced by Peierls stress at a distance from the surface causing it to stop 
advancing, s∞<H/2. Since the Peierls stress quantification is outside the scope of our work, here 
we can consider the effect of Peierls stress as a reduction in the plastic zone size, i.e, s∞≈γH, where 
γ can take any value (0<γ<0.5) [176]. Figure 50d shows that the initial slope for the load-time 
relationship is zero for all γ values. The slope decreases gradually until the inflection point, then 
increases to approach zero as t≈∞. As γ decreases the error between the experimental data and our 
analytical model decreases. Hence it is crucial to include Peierls stress effect in our model. It has 
to be noted that the current model is very simple, but successfully models the relationship between 
dislocation dynamics and beam deformation.  
In our experiments, the change in the strain with time takes an S-shape, which is similar to 
the results of creep experiments of Si [182], InSb [183], and Ge [184]. However, in all of these 
studies the mobility and multiplication of dislocations determined plastic deformation, since the 
samples had an initial population of dislocations. That required relatively low stress at high 
temperatures to initiate the plastic deformation specifically during creep. In our experiments, we 
started with a pristine sample that required much higher stresses (at least 3 orders of magnitude) 
to be able to nucleate dislocations. Since the surface to volume ratio increases as the sample size 
decreases, surface defects play an important role in plasticity. In our case plastic deformation is 
controlled solely by the nucleation rate from the surface which is dependent on the local stresses 
and temperature. In contrast, plasticity in the macroscale is primarily determined by dislocation 
mobility where dislocation density increases rapidly during dislocation multiplication.   
It is worth mentioning that the brittle to ductile transition (BDT) temperature of SCS is 
about 545ºC for bulk [169]. Plasticity in our experiments at 400ºC (approx. 26% less than bulk) 
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indicates that BDT in silicon is not an intrinsic material property [179]. It is known that BDT 
depends on strain rate and crystal orientation. There is controversy in the reported BDT studies in 
SCS. Most of the recent studies suggest a size dependent behavior that results in plastic 
deformation at room temperature. For example, notched cantilever bending experiments of silicon 
microbeams showed a smooth transition in fracture toughness at approximately 300ºC [185]. 
Evidence of ductile behavior at room temperature in silicon nanopillars [12] and nanowires [186], 
[187] confirms the size dependence. However, samples in the same size scale and orientation 
showed brittle behavior at room temperature while tested under the same loading conditions [30], 
[60]. Some drawbacks in these experiments include Ga ion damage during preparation of samples 
using FIB milling. The ion implantation can reach a depth of approx. 20 nm [152]. Especially in 
the microbeam notched samples, it is difficult to measure the thickness of the damaged layer. 
However in the nanoscale samples, TEM imaging can be used to characterize the damage. Another 
drawback arises during the in-situ TEM, when electron beam causes an increase in dislocation 
activity or can cause amorphization at higher energy radiation [188].  
The mobility of dislocations has been extensively investigated for different materials 
[189]–[191]. However, the mechanism of dislocation nucleation is still not clear and needs further 
studies. It is still difficult to experimentally characterize the first stages of nucleation, as it requires 
high speed rate TEM imaging with acceptable resolution. Moreover, the sample is required to be 
very thin to be compatible with in-situ TEM imaging. Efforts have been made to investigate the 
nucleation process from surface defects using molecular dynamics simulations [192], [193]. MD 
simulations can provide qualitative details of the nucleation mechanism but less quantitative 
information, compared to experimental results, regarding plasticity due to their unavoidable high 
strain rate.  
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In our experiments, dislocation nucleation sites have a periodic pattern on the surface. We 
believe all dislocation sites appeared in the first few seconds of relaxation. Once a dislocation is 
nucleated, it glides with a velocity that is proportional to the stress level, which drops as it moves 
along the thickness of the beam. In metallic glasses, shear band spacing increases during the 
bending process [175], and it is related to the radius of curvature and depth of plastic zone along 
the thickness. However, based on our AFM analysis it is clear that the spacing between dislocation 
sites is constant after reloading two times.   
6.5.  Overview 
In this work, we report, for the first time, stress relaxation of silicon micro-beams under 
bending at 400°C. We carried out quantitative and qualitative analysis to reveal the underlying 
mechanism of relaxation. Dislocation nucleation in defect-free SCS samples is the major 
mechanism for plasticity. Transmission electron microscopy was used to study the dislocations 
and Atomic force microscopy for surface topography. Dislocations nucleated from the surface 
were proven to control the plastic behavior of silicon at 400°C. We developed a model to 
qualitatively predict the dislocation nucleation and their mobility. Strain relaxation on the surface 
in the vicinity of dislocations nucleation sites causes a drop in the surface stresses and accordingly 
the nucleation rate. This study offers the semiconductors community useful insights for the design 
of reliable devices that are required to operate at high temperatures.  
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Mechanical properties of silicon has been under investigation for a long time [194]. 
However, there are several controversies in the literature, as to whether silicon behaves as a brittle 
or ductile material at small scales, at room temperature. Silicon is known to have a high activation 
barrier against dislocation nucleation, and high stress barrier (Peierls stress) against dislocation 
motion, both inhibiting ductility. The brittle nature, known for bulk samples, limits the design 
space of silicon devices. Their designs are based on low fracture toughness and failure strengths 
(<1.5 GPa) which are derived from fracture or uniaxial tension tests. For our 2-5 µm thick SCS 
microbeams tested under bending at 400ºC, we revealed dislocation nucleation mediated plastic 
deformation using a novel MEMS platform. There is relatively large variance in nucleation stress 
due to preexisting flaws, such as nano scale surface steps, that are unavoidable and can go 
undetected under SEM. We believe that surface flaws play a very critical role in deciding whether 
the sample fractures by cleavage or plastically deforms due to dislocation nucleation.  
  For bulk silicon, creep experiments during 1960s showed plastic deformation at a stress 
approx. 1 MPa and temperatures 750-1000ºC [182]. Preexisting dislocations glide and multiply 
until the back stress of the produced dislocations becomes large enough to slow the process. Plastic 
deformation stops when internal stresses compensate the applied load. No surface effects were 
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discussed in their study. In contrast, our bending experiments on pristine SCS microbeams showed 
a similar S-shaped strain-time relation, but the stress (load) drops with time. By investigating the 
mechanism of deformation using combined SEM, TEM and AFM imaging, we concluded that 
dislocation nucleation from the surface has a notable effect on the process. As dislocations nucleate 
from the surface, strain is relaxed on both sides of the slip plane. This relaxation is proportional to 
the number of nucleated dislocations. The rate of dislocations nucleation drops with the surface 
stress causing the plastic deformation to gradually stop.      
First, we reviewed the available testing techniques in the micro/nanoscale. We found that 
MEMS allow co-fabrication of test samples and testing stage. Co-fabrication avoids sample 
handling and ensures alignment.  The former is a challenge at small scale. Misalignment can 
introduce significant and unaccounted errors during testing. Co-fabrication offers a new paradigm 
in materials testing that cannot be achieved using macro scale instruments. In addition, MEMS 
allow in-situ muli-physics testing of samples in analytical chambers. Thus, materials behavior 
involving multi-physics coupling, such as electrical, optical and thermomechanical, can be 
quantified while observing the microstructural mechanisms that give rise to such coupled behavior. 
MEMS based testing offers new opportunities in revealing complex structure-property relations in 
small scale samples. 
Second, we presented a new bending technique that can be implemented to characterize 
microbeams or thin films using nanoindentation. An analytical model was developed to design the 
stage. A finite element (FE) model was built to validate the assumptions in the analytical model 
and we found good agreement between both models. We tested a 3D printed prototype using an 
indentation test setup. Load-deformation data were used to calculate the elastic modulus and 
compare to values in literature. Since we were testing 4 samples simultaneously on the stage, any 
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failure of one sample would cause uneven distribution of loading on the others. Therefore, we 
decided to design another testing setup that is capable of testing single sample. 
Third, we introduced a new stage to convert stretching to bending state of stress on the 
sample. The stage consisted of 3 major sets of beams to apply bending moment on our sample 
while reducing the axial tension. This was achieved by adding the frame beams that have low 
resistance against the sample’s axial deformation. Analytical and numerical models were 
developed to relate the sample deformation with applied loads, and beams’ stiffness. In addition, 
a 3D printed stage was tested to validate the mechanism. 
Fourth, we implemented the design, introduced in Chapter 4, to build a MEMS stage that 
can provide high temperature in-situ testing capability inside SEM to study BDT in silicon. We 
also designed and built a test setup that can provide stretching and heating up to 450ºC to our 
MEMS chip. The chip is designed to be simply microfabricated using two masks that require two 
etching steps. Silicon samples (2-5µm thickness) were tested at room temperature to measure the 
elastic modulus and strength. The calculated modulus of elasticity matched values reported in the 
literature. Our samples showed higher strength compared to uniaxial tension testing results. At 
elevated temperature, samples showed brittle behavior at all temperatures below 400 ºC. Samples 
exhibited BDT at 400ºC, 18% (in Kelvin) less than their bulk counterparts. We concluded that 
BDT in SCS is not an intrinsic material property. If the stress is high enough to nucleate 
dislocations from the surface, and flaw induced fracture is avoided, samples behave plastically. 
This was achieved by carrying out experiments under near pure bending to limit high stress region 
to a small volume. 
Finally, our MEMS testing approach is implemented to quantify stress relaxation and 
perform time dependent deformation measurements on SCS at 400ºC. We revealed the stress 
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relaxation mechanism, for the first time, in microscale SCS. The dislocation nucleation from the 
surface is the major contributor. Relaxation stops when dislocation sources on the surface become 
less operative. Postmortem analysis using TEM imaging showed dislocations along the slip planes 
{1 1 1}. In addition, AFM was implemented to measure surface steps at dislocation sites. Results 
showed that all dislocation sites appear simultaneously once nucleation stress is reached. A 
mechanistic model is developed to predict the beam deformation and load drop during relaxation. 
We believe the model can be applied to other pristine semiconductors such as Germanium, where 
dislocation nucleation is the main source for plastic deformation.  
7.2 Recommended future work 
7.2.1 Silicon Relaxation in Nanoscale samples 
In our experiments, we investigated the stress relaxation in the microscale, where we 
implemented in-situ SEM testing at high temperature. We have shown in our studies that stress 
relaxation depends on dislocation nucleation from the surface. One drawback of the current 
technique is the incapability of imaging dislocations dynamics and changes of the surface topology 
in-situ inside SEM chamber. This can be achieved using in-situ TEM imaging which requires the 
sample to be thin (≈100 nm). Therefore, the testing chips need to be modified accordingly by 
reducing their overall dimensions to fit on the TEM straining holder. This can be simply done by 
changing the dimensions on the mask. Microfabrication of 100 nm samples is very challenging, 
however commercially available silicon nanowires can be individually clamped to the stage using 
electron beam induced deposition of Pt inside FIB chamber as covered in the discussions section 
of Chapter 5.  
For further investigating the surface effects on stress relaxation, we suggest carrying out 
molecular dynamics simulations (MDs). Samples with different thicknesses, and surface flaws can 
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be tested under bending at different temperatures. We believe that surface defects act as stress 
concentrators where dislocations would nucleate. In our experiments, we realized a periodic 
pattern of dislocation nucleation sites on the surface along the beam’s longitudinal axis. However, 
the sample’s surface defects were not originally periodic in that direction. Hence, the reason for 
the periodicity is not clear. It can be quantified by testing long nanowires using MDs. Qualitatively, 
MDs can also be used to predict the types of dislocations and their burgers vector. In addition, in 
our simple model we assumed that dislocations are equally spaced and did not consider the pile-
up against the neutral axis. Using MDs we will be able to investigate these effects and extend our 
mechanistic model.  
7.2.2 Micro/nanoscale Fatigue Characterization of Silicon 
 Recently, wearable electronics and MEMS technologies have been rapidly developing. 
Different structural materials are utilized to build their components and are required to operate for 
millions of cycles throughout their lives. Understanding the fatigue properties of micro/nanoscale 
components is critical for their performance. In addition, the temperature of most of these 
components increases during operation. Fatigue characterization at high temperatures is very 
challenging at the micro/nanoscale and requires sophisticated test setups. Although silicon is the 
most used structural material in the MEMS industry, its fatigue properties in the microscale are 
not well characterized. We can modify the current test setup and build the state-of-the-art MEMS 
stage and carry out in-situ experiments to test silicon microbeams to reveal the mechanisms of 
deformation under fatigue. It would be beneficial to implement TEM imaging experts to analyze 
dislocations mobility and nucleation mechanics. Understanding the plastic deformation 
mechanism of different electronic materials would allow more reliable operation for many cycles 
and long lifetimes.  
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7.2.3 Mechanical Testing Platforms for soft matter  
Recently, the mechanical state of tissues, such as stiffness and internal forces, is emerging 
as new prognostics for diseases as in case of liver and lung. These forces regulate a wide range of 
cell functions including differentiation, receptor signaling, transcription, and proliferation. In our 
research, we already developed a technology that introduces a novel technique that radically 
changes the way we form 3D biomimetic tissues and study them in-situ [195]. By merging micro-
fabrication and classical theories of capillarity we came up with new functionalities, namely self-
assembly and self-alignment of tissues on a sensor stage. We modified our bending stage by 
replacing the frame beams with two grids to allow capillary action to clamp the tissue sample. 
Now, tissue force (generated by cells) and tissue stiffness can be measured simultaneously, for the 
first time. It provides a time lapse measure of both force and stiffness and allows simultaneous 
inspection of the tissue microstructure in situ, thus linking tissue biophysics with pathophysiology. 
Such in-situ quantitative inspection will offer new insights that cannot be achieved with existing 
methods. Finally, the testing capabilities of our platform can extend to a variety of soft matter such 
as colloids, gels, and foams, where in-situ experiments would provide both qualitative and 
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